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Abstract 

 

This thesis describes how positional data gathered from a diving device can be visualized in a 
regular browser on mobile as well as stationary devices utilizing built-in connections to the GPU 
with OpenGL. In this work a platform and a visualization prototype are designed, implemented 
and evaluated. The results show that WebGL is available to most platforms but notably not on 
devices running iOS. The web browser can be used for implementing advanced functionality but 
the performance on the handheld devices needs to be improved. The thesis discusses and 
proposes a design for getting more enjoyment out of diving based on the observations of the 
implementation and suggests an entertaining social platform for adventures. 

 

Sammanfattning 

 

Detta examensarbete visar hur positionsdata inhämtade med ett dykredskap kan visualiseras i en 
webbläsare på såväl mobila enheter som på stationära datorer med hjälp av nyttjande av inbyggd 
koppling till GPU med OpenGL. I detta arbete designas, implementeras och utvärderas en 
plattform och en visualiseringsprototyp. Resultatet visar att WebGL finns tillgängligt på de flesta 
plattformarna, men värt att notera inte på enheter som kör iOS. Webläsaren kan användas för att 
implementera avancerad funktionalitet men prestandan behöver förbättras. Arbetet diskuterar och 
föreslår en design för att få ut mer glädje av dykupplevelser genom observationer av en 
implementerad prototyp och föreslår ett engagerande system för socialt samarbete kring 
äventyrsupplevelser. 
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INTRODUCTION   

The purpose of this chapter is to make a narrow specification of the subject this research covers and to provide the 
motivation why this is worthwhile studying. 

1.1 Thesis background 

Aqwary is a small newly started company that aims to make sport diving safer and more 
enjoyable. Aqwary develops a smart console to be used while diving by the divers to keep track 
of the remaining oxygen and the distance and direction to other divers. The device will 
eventually be able to log not only relative positions but also absolute positions when used 
together with one or more GPS equipped reference buoys.  

Aqwary asked for assistance in in investigating how data logged in the smart consoles can be 
used and offered this task as a master thesis. This was published at the list of master thesis work 
at the Computer Science Department at Linköping University. 

A recreational diver today has limited amount of time to enjoy actual diving due to the 
technical and physical constraints that exists, for example it cannot be done everywhere anytime 
a year, you can only do a certain amount of dives a day, and the actual time in the water is limited 
by factors such as depth and equipment in use. With a device that can capture additional aspects 
of a dive it is believed that this data can be used to make the diving experience more long lived 
and diving in general more fun and in this thesis we look to find out if this can be true or not. In 
the long run these aspects could help promoting the diving sport and eventually get more people 
into diving. 

1.2 Thesis purpose 

To provide a technical platform for visualizing diving sessions in 3D in a web browser and 
determine factors for using diving data for extended enjoyment of diving sessions. 

1.3 Problem formulation 

The main question that this thesis is aiming to answer is the following: 
 

 How can logs from diving sessions be visualized so that divers can prolong the diving 
experience and get more joy out of a diving session? 

This question is divided into the following questions that will be examined in order to provide an 
answer. 
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1. To what extent is it technically feasible to implement a diving track visualization?  
2. What are the opportunities for a system supporting prolonged experience and enhanced 

enjoyment using a visualization of diving log data? 

1.4 Delimitations 

The assignment asked explicitly for a web based presentation so that analysis can be performed 
close to the dive sites where smart phones, pads and laptops may be the only available options. 
This decreases the set of possible platforms to investigate. 

The following questions are related but not further investigated in this thesis. 

 Direct interaction with the smart console 

 Analysis of safety related aspects of data from the logs such as diver distance and air 
supply. 

 User interaction design. As the aim is to provide a demonstration, there are no specific 
use cases for general users to be considered at this time. 

 

The following things will not be further investigated by this study: 

 Technologies for native implementations on different mobile platforms. 

 Transferring data from Aqwary Smart Consoles to servers is not part of the thesis. 

 The presentation of diving tracks can also be tracked in real time provided that 
communication with a buoy can be established. Such tracking could be very interesting to 
have onboard on a diving support vessel. This is not studied further in this thesis. 

1.5 Method in brief 

To answer the questions in the problem formulation the following approach and methods have 
been used: 

1. Investigate the technical feasibility by building a prototype and evaluate the parameters 
against a set of pre-determined factors. 

2. Make a rough design for a system by investigating research results in the field of 
enjoyment and usability and describing it using a scenario based design with minimal 
collaborative personas and persona stories.  

The Chapter 4, Method describes this in detail. 

1.6 Sources 

Sources for this thesis have been found using traditional searching in technical articles using 
university access and library databases, and using the internet for searching globally for directions 
and hints on additional resources. Books have been borrowed and read based on their listings on 
current LIU course syllabus.  

When considering what resources to use their validity have been considered based on the 
aspects of the respect the author is assumed to have within the area, the impact the resource has 
had on other research has been seen in the amount of references they have, and the type of 
article and where they have been published. 

When studying older publications newer criticisms and developments have been sought, for 
example when looking into SBD (Carroll 1995) and the developments of its use it was found to 
be valid as it was included in all three editions of the HCI handbook as recent as in 2012. The 
criticism on user stories (Hudson 2013)  that support the practice of SBD  has not yet been cited 
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in publications, but it was published as late as in the November-December issue of Interactions 
magazine. 

Some resources were found on the internet, for instance the statistics for browser and 
operating system usages. Web resources have been considered to have less validity as they often 
carries a lot of uncertainty. The authors are seldom listed, the dates likewise and the 
circumstances they have been developed cannot be judged for amount of bias or independence. 
By combining and looking at several sources at least some patterns can be discerned. When used 
this way the results are provided in general terms with confidence expectations set low.  

1.7 Thesis structure 

This is what to find in the different chapters of the thesis. 

BACKGROUND  

The purpose of this chapter is to introduce and describe the context in which this master thesis 
assignment was carried out.  

THEORY  

The purpose of this chapter is to introduce and describe key concepts needed for the 
presentation of the thesis work and discussions about the result. Relate to the state of the art 
with references to articles, etc. Summarize previous research results that are to be further 
investigated or challenged by this thesis. Issues listed in the summary will be discussed in the 
discussion chapter.  

METHOD 

The purpose of this chapter is to describe the methods used for investigating each of problems 
formulated. The order is to match the order of the problems listed in the introduction. The 
method chapter presents how it was performed and the implications of using the methods when 
it comes to possibilities to draw conclusions based on findings and results. 

RESULT  

The purpose of this chapter is to describe the results achieved using the methods listed in the 
previous chapter. The order is to match the order of the problems listed in the introduction. This 
chapter provides facts without evaluating the result. 

DISCUSSION 

The purpose of this chapter is to discuss the results and comparing them to the expectations. 
The sources and the methods used are also discussed. 

CONCLUSION 

The purpose of this chapter is to summarize the discussions into some wisdom that can be used 
by readers of the report. It also provides pointers for further work that could be interesting to 
perform based on this thesis.  

1.8 Thesis contribution 

The findings of this thesis will contribute to the understanding of how visualization of 3D data 
can be used to prolong an experience and what factors are to be considered in order to reach 
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higher levels of enjoyment out of a system that uses these. The thesis also shows how a scenario 
based design with minimalistic personas and persona stories can be used for presenting a rough 
system design. 
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  Chapter 2
 
BACKGROUND  

The purpose of this chapter is to introduce and describe the context in which this master thesis assignment was 
carried out.  

2.1 Aqwary 

Aqwary is a startup company in Linköping with the goal to make the diving sport safer and to 
make the experience of diving richer and more fun. Aqwary develops the Aqwary Smart 
Console, a device which divers use while diving. The intent of the device is to decrease the risk 
of diving buddies loosing contact during a diving session, this is a known safety hazard and there 
are several incident reports yearly to motivate the development of some assistance in these 
situations. 

2.1.1 Aqwary Smart Console and 3D location 

The Aqwary Smart Console keeps track of where the diver and the diving partners are located 
and presents current distances and directions. The console is also equipped with a depth sensor 
and an accelerometer so it knows also how deep it is and how it is oriented. The Smart Console 
in Figure 1 shows the device and the air pressure sensor connector. 

 

Figure 1. The Aqwary Smart Console 
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The technology to keep track of diving partners can also be used for triangulating the device’s 
own absolute position when one device is connected to a reference buoy equipped with a GPS. 
This makes it possible for the device to know and store location in 3D, a unique aspect not 
earlier available to recreational diving computers. 

The device has possibility to store information during the diving session for later analysis. To 
analyze the data, the data is off-loaded to a server. A device can also store location of other 
devices as directions and distances to other devices are known.   

Currently the device is in early development and has not yet had the track storing functions 
implemented. The reference buoy has not yet been developed so no absolute positions have yet 
been calculated. 

2.1.2 Aqwary directives for the thesis 

Aqwary aims to use their console for the leisure part of life and stated that the first parts would 
not focus the device as a security device but rather to be used as a gadget for increasing the 
enjoyment of diving. Aqwary wants to understand how logs from the diving sessions can be used 
to enrich the experience of diving and make divers enjoy their diving for a longer time. The 
unique possibility of tracking positions in 3D under water should be utilized as this aspect is not 
available to other diving statistic sites currently on the web. 

The Aqwary devices are currently able to determine distance and direction to other devices 
but have currently no function for providing real data from actual dive sessions. As a 
consequence of the lack of existing data, the data needed for visualization and the formats will 
have to be designed as part of the thesis work, and data to be displayed will have to be mocked 
up. 

Aqwary sees that the visualization is related to evaluation of dives and some sort of social 
sharing of the experience with other individuals and thus wants the visualization to be possible 
to do on site and on devices natural to recreational divers and diving centers. The devices range 
from mobile phones, tablets, and laptops to desktop machines. Since the intended audience is 
general, assumptions on specific type of operating system cannot be made.  

In the investigation of the purpose of the Aqwary device it was a strong requirement to look 
into the fun and enjoyment possibilities for a visualization. Scenarios for analyzing security 
aspects of diving sessions were discussed but decided not to be a part of the investigation. At 
some later time the visualization may be reused for analysis around safety issues like diving time 
versus air supply, safe distances between divers in a group, and more.   

Seeing the range of platforms to be supported by a visualization and the users’ likely use in 
mobile devices it was decided to investigate the possibilities to provide a visualization in a 
browser based solution. To minimize maintenance a plugin free solution would be preferable. 

2.1.3 Aqwary requirements 

The requirements regarding platform for users are listed in Table 1, Aqwary platform 
requirements and Table 2, Aqwary data requirements. The requirements are numbered with a 
detailed level of derived requirements using decimals. 

 

Requirement number Requirement description 

PR1 The solution should be possible to use on a stationary PC 
PR1.1 A Window desktop PC running Windows 8 

PR2 The solution should be possible to use on a laptop PC 
PR2.1 A Window laptop PC running Windows 7 
PR2.2 A MacBook Pro running OS X  
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PR3 The solution should be possible to use on a portable PAD 
PR3.1 An iPad Mini running iOS 

PR4 The solution should be possible to use on a smart phone 
PR4.1 An Samsung SII running Android 4.1.2 
PR4.2 A iPhone 5 running iOS 

Table 1. Aqwary platform requirements 

The requirement regarding data for visualization are listed in  
 

Requirement number Requirement description 

DR1 The solution should be able to display a track containing an hour of 
diving data. 

DR1.1 Sampling every other second this translates to 60x60/2=1800 
samples. 

DR2 The solution should be able to be rendered smoothly.  
DR2.1 Rendering speed to be greater than 25 frames per second to be 

good, greater than 15 to be acceptable.  
DR3  The solution should take advantage of the unique feature of 3D 

positioning provided by the Aqwary smart console. 
DR3.1  The presentation should use 3D visualization of a recorded track. 

  

Table 2. Aqwary data requirements 

2.1.4 Diving data 

Diving or Scuba Diving is a sport where a diver using equipment to be able to breathe under 
water. The SCUBA equipment is made up of mainly a flask1 of breathable gas, hoses connecting 
valves, regulators to mouthpieces and instruments showing pressure in the flask. The diver also 
uses a mask to keep the eyes in air, fins to improve propulsion, and a diving suit. 

The equipment is attached to the diver on a harness that includes a belt that can be used to 
attach more equipment such as weights.  

A diver controls his depth in the water by adjusting his buoyancy. This can be done in 
different ways, either manually by adjusting the volume of air inside the lungs or by changing the 
amount of air in external inflatable buoyancy compensators.  

The pressure in water increases by increased depth. It increases quite a lot compared to how 
it changes when you ascend in air. As you breathe in depths the amount of air you have to use 
depends on the pressure, and in short, the deeper you go, the more air you will consume and the 
time your air supply will last is shortened. Other factors such as oxygen and nitrogen levels are 
important for a diver as it the mixture of the air can become toxic if not adjusted properly. This 
impacts the diver and his blood as well and the diver has to be careful also when ascending to get 
rid of high nitrogen levels in his blood before surfacing.  

Special systems like re-breathers are available to extend the time in the water by reusing the 
air that has already been used. A re-breather separates the carbon dioxide from the gas. 

This description is not aimed at being complete but it is provided to show on the need for 
providing accurate data regarding the time spent on the different depths and the amount of air 
still in the system. Devices or diving computers already exist for helping divers with this, and 
there are several sites available for showing these data.  

 

                                                 
1 A tank or a cylinder. 
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THEORY  

The purpose of this chapter is to introduce and describe key concepts needed for the presentation of the thesis work 
and discussions about the result. Relate to the state of the art with references to articles, etc. Summarize previous 
research results that are to be further investigated or challenged by this thesis. Issues listed in the summary will be 
discussed in the discussion chapter.  

3.1 Technical concepts 

Over the last decades of computing the use of data has been expanding into areas which were 
previously not feasible due to limitation on the equipment used. Computer performance gains in 
both raw computation and decreased size and power consumptions have given us devices that 
can easily fit your pockets, serve you for days, and provide services that require a lot of 
calculations. Applications that previously required top of the line machines with advanced 
graphic extension cards can today run in mobile devices such as smart phones. Until recently 
developers of 3D graphic applications needed to develop different solutions for the different 
mobile platforms if their functions were to run on several types of devices. This is now being 
solved by modernizing the browsers and letting them be the new common platform for building 
the applications for the future. 

This section describes the technical possibilities and current limitations on the technologies. 

3.1.1 Web concepts 

The concepts relevant to this thesis is summarized based on (Deitel 2012) 

Internet 

Internet is the global network connecting computers with each other. Information is exchanged 
using different communication protocols. The base for most communications is TCP/IP.  

WWW – the World Wide Web 

The web consists of the information connected using hyper linked documents across internet. In 
a client-server scenario web browsers (clients) connect to web servers to access web pages and 
web services by using resource descriptors (URI’s) such as hyperlinks (URL’s) using the HTTP 
protocol.  

Web Page 

A document on the web is referred to as web page. Web pages are either static resources like 
ready-made html documents or dynamic, assembled by the web server in the moment of 
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servicing a request. A web page is presented to the web browser using HTML, and a web page 
can be seen to include contents, formatting, style and behavior. 

Web Browser 

A web browser is a tool used for presenting web pages and navigating information on the web 
retrieving documents from other services using the HTTP protocol. 

Web Server 

A web server is a computer servicing HTTP requests, effectively providing web documents and 
data for use in web browsers.   

HTML – Hyper Text Markup Language 

HTML in general is seen as the format for documents used to link information on the web. It is 
a tag based language where sections of information is wrapped inside starting and ending tags, 
for example; <p>This is a paragraph.</p>. There are tags with special purposes for content 
structure, linking and presentation.  

HTML has developed over the years and where earlier versions lacked consistency and 
standardized semantics, introduction of stricter XML syntax structures and more structuring 
concepts and separation of layout aspects into CSS2 style definitions have made it easier to 
provide solutions to fit more browsers with the same solution. HTML is standardized by W3C3.  

Prior to version 5 there was no graphic drawing concepts built into the language and to be 
able to have graphics on a page, all content had to be rendered at the server or emulated using 
overlaying static images in different layers. Another solution was to implement plugins that could 
be given input from page and areas where these plugins could draw upon. Adobe Flash was one 
of the more frequently used plugins serving this purpose but it was decided by mobile browser 
developer not to support this plugin due to performance and data load issues. Plugins needs to 
be developed for each operating system and each family of browsers4 and was seen as a necessary 
as long as HTML was not rich enough to support real canvas graphics. 

HTML5 

HTML5 is the most recent version of the HTML language. When HTML 4 was released W3C 
considered HTML being finalized and concentrated upon developing of XML based 
replacement of HTML. This resulted in XHTML 1 equivalent to HTML 4. In 2004 W3C were 
suggested by browser vendors that HTML was to be refined again, but this was declined. A 
separate work group called WHATWG5 was formed by individuals of Apple, the Mozilla 
Foundation, and Opera Software. They strive to extend the HTML language without breaking 
possibilities for using pages on older browsers lacking support for the new concepts. W3C 
eventually opened up development of the HTML 5 version and incorporates the goodies from 
the WHATWG. In 2007 W3C finally put up a working group to collaborate with WHATWG 
when designing HTML 5. In 2011 W3C started the finalization for the scope of what to include 
in HTML 5 and in 2012 a new W3C team prepared the W3C recommendation for HTML 5. 

HTML5 main contributions:  

 The <canvas> element for drawings. 

 The <video> and <audio> elements for media playback. 

 Support for local storage. 

                                                 
2 CSS – Cascading Style Sheets, used for centralizing and separating design from the page content. 
3 W3C – World Wide Web Consortium, maintains standards like HTML and HTTP. http://www.w3.org 
4 Browsers using the same browser engine, for instance WebKit. 
5 Web Hypertext Application Technology Working Group http://www.whatwg.org/ 
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 WebSockets 

 Additional content structuring elements; <article>, <footer>, <header>, <nav>, 
<section>. 

 Additional form controls. 
 
Html5 aims to build on the existing concepts (HTML, CSS, DOM, and JavaScript) to reduce 

the need for external plugins. 

HTTP – Hyper Text Transfer Protocol 

HTTP is the protocol that sits on top of TCP/IP6 for communicating documents between a web 
server and a web browser. HTTPS is the secure version that supports encryption of data. All 
data fetched by a web browser from a web server is using HTTP. The HTTP version 1.1 in use 
today is limited by returning one response for every request with an impact on the 
implementation style of web pages for speed concerns. (Grigorik 2013) Common best practice 
for implementation of web pages includes in-lining of styles and code into html page, and 
summing and minifying JavaScript just to prevent extra roundtrips to the server imposed by the 
protocol. Using upcoming standard 2.0 the speed of the internet is supposed to increase as the 
server can push more responses back to the client as a result of the server knowing what 
resource the client will request due to the fact that the server already knows this.  

JavaScript 

Java Script is a programming language for scripts that web browsers interpret and execute as part 
of loading and presenting web pages. JavaScript has been standardized in the ECMA language7 
for use also in other contexts than web browsers.  

Poly-filling 

Using libraries to provide functions not yet part of the actual browser can make it seem like the 
browser supports it. This technique is called poly-filling. For example; the Three.JS library can do 
some 3D graphics on the canvas element also when the WebGL context is not available. As this 
is done in JavaScript and not native code, poly-filled functions does not perform as good as the 
natively provided functions. 

AMD – Asynchronous Module Definition 

A module definition schema for JavaScript designed to avoid pollution of global context and to 
provide encapsulation. AMD modules can be loaded by frameworks such as Require.JS, Curl, 
lsjs, or Dojo 1.7. (Arriaga 2013) describes the technique and the benefit of using AMD and the 
RequireJS explains this in (Burke 2013). 

IIFE – Immediately-Invoked Functional Expressions 

JavaScript files are loaded into browsers where they get parsed. A common need for the script 
functions are that they evaluate and initialize immediately. This can be achieved using functional 
expressions that evaluate at once as they have been parsed. By creating anonymous functions at 
this point it is possible to create separated scopes for functions. This has the effect that the use 
of global namespace can be avoided and that functions can be completely hidden from each 
other. A good description of this technique is found in (Alman 2010 on November 15) 

                                                 
6 TCP/IP is a layered communication protocol for information transmission over internet. 
7 http://www.ecmascript.org/ 
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HTML Structure 

In HTML some tags specify structure of the document (<html>, <body>) other the content itself 
(<h1>, <p>, <div>, <span>) yet other specify the presentation (<br>, <font>).  

DOM – Document Model 

As a web browser parses a web page it builds a data structure that holds the entire document. 
This structure, the DOM, is used as the web browser renders the document on the screen. Using 
JavaScript on the page to manipulate the DOM dynamic behavior is achieved.  

AJAX – Asynchronous Java and XML 

When JavaScript is used on a page to retrieve additional content from a server to achieve 
dynamic behavior without loading the entire page, this is referred as an AJAX technique.  

OpenGL 

OpenGL is a standard for producing graphic utilizing the full power of graphic hardware. It 
contains a programming language, GLSL, for writing Vertex and Fragment Shaders. The code is 
submitted to and executed directly on graphic hardware.  To produce graphics, shaders are 
transferred to the hardware and so are the objects that need to be drawn. To alter presentation, 
parameters are updated and the entire scene is rendered again. 

WebGL 

A version of OpenGL adapted for use in web browsers. (WebGL 1.0 is OpenGL ES 2.0 for 
embedded systems). Where a WebGL enabled web browser runs on a platform that has a 
graphic hardware supporting OpenGL ES 2.0, individual webpages can present calculation 
intensive graphics through use of WebGL and JavaScript at high frame rates.  WebGL and 
OpenGL standards are maintained by Khronos Group8. In WebGL the shader language is 
exactly as in the standard OpenGL ES 2.0 but the handling and controlling the operations are 
performed using JavaScript and operating on the WebGL context of the canvas element. To 
supply the shader language, two techniques can be used, either adding the code within <script> 
tags or by dynamically retrieving the code using Ajax.  

3.1.2 Browser capabilities 

Assessing the history and development trends of browser capabilities it was seen that using 
HTML5 with WebGL could be a base to build a full 3D visualization on all types of intended 
devices. Demonstrations show impressive 3D graphics being displayed using WebGL. 

 

                                                 
8 http://www.khronos.org/ 
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Figure 2. HTML 5 Adaption scores at Html5test.com9 

 
Looking at the technology evolution of HTML it is clear that the upcoming standard HTML5 

is providing a new set of capabilities that supports hardware accelerated 3D graphic rendering on 
the intended platforms. The HTML5 standard is not yet finalized and it is not implemented 
everywhere. The statistics (Figure 2 above) show that all major browsers are supporting it to 
higher degree all the time. Notable is that Internet Explorer prior to version 11 does not support 
WebGL, and that this excludes Windows versions prior to version 7, but other browsers on 
Windows prior to 7 are providing this.  

Also needed to be noted is that the hardware acceleration provided by WebGL can only be 
achieved on machines that actually have hardware graphic chips supporting OpenGL ES 2.0. 
This is true for most of the mobile phones in use today, but platform restriction on iOS prevents 
official use of WebGL on iPhone and iPad today. WebGL was added to iOS 4.2 for iAds but 
Apple has not yet turned it on for general browsing and the like10 (Benin, Leone et al. 2012). On 
Android built in browser the WebGL is enabled by default, but other browsers may need specific 
settings to turn it on11 according to CanIUse.com12.   

Khronos.org provides conformance tests for the different versions of WebGL. 
Webglreport.com shows to what level a browser supports WebGL.   
 

                                                 
9 as adapted from http://html5test.com/results/desktop.html [2013-12-19] 
10 http://demoseen.com/webglenabler/# 
11 For example in  Chrome on some version the "Enable WebGL" flag was needed to be turned on in chrome:\\flags. 
12 http://caniuse.com/webgl   
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Figure 3. Browser Market Share13 regardless of platform 

3.1.3 Computer graphic concepts 

Presenting imagery on a computer screen requires coloring pixels on a raster.  

2D graphics 

In 2D graphics all operations are made using a plane to describe the presentation area, and 
positions are described using coordinates with two dimensions (x, y).  

3D graphics 

In 3D graphics all operations and models are made assuming a space to define the objects. 
Positions are described using coordinates with three dimensions (x, y, z). 

Canvas 

A canvas is an area in a HTML5 web page where the scripts running in the page can draw what 
they want using drawing functions. The area is presented as a raster image with attributes for 
size, width and height. The HTML5 canvas can be used for drawing 2D graphics or 3D graphics 
using WebGL.    

Pixel 

A pixel is a picture element. The value of a pixel is its color information. A pixel has a 2D 
position in an image. 

Raster graphic  

A raster graphic image or a bitmap image is a rectangular grid of pixels, represented by a 2D 
matrix of pixel values. 

Images can either be created using a photographic process that includes a physical camera 
that receives lights to create a digital image, or it can be synthesized inside a computer by 
rasterizing vector graphics. 

                                                 
13 Adopted from StatCounter as retrieved 2014-02-03 from   http://gs.statcounter.com/#all-browser-ww-monthly-

200812-201401 using all platforms and all data for worldwide region as filtering conditions.  
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Vector graphic  

A vector graphic image is an image where a model describes the objects that the image is built up 
from. The objects in the models are described by vectors for positions and other characteristics 
such as coloring, size and rotation. Vector graphics can be rendered at different sizes. 

Shapes and graphic objects 

In computer graphics a model is built where points and lines are grouped into shapes. To define 
a model of an object, an origin is defined and all other parts of the object are related to this. For 
a rectangle the center may be selected as the center and the positions of the corners may be 
defined with distances to the center. Complex objects are made up from grouping other objects 
into hierarchies. The sub objects origins needs to be defined relative the new object, but also 
their orientation.   

Vertex 

A vertex is a corner point of a graphical object. A vertex may hold values for the color of the 
object has at that point and it is common to keep a vector describing the surface normal at the 
vertex for calculating reflection variations on the surface described by a set of vertices.  

Edge 

An edge is the line between two vertices.  

Triangle 

The triangle is the simplest object that defines a surface. A triangle has three vertices and three 
edges and is often used when curved 3D surfaces are tessellated for shading.   

Spline 

A spline is a curve that follows between a set of points smoothly.  

Graphic transformations 

Typical graphical operations include scaling, rotation, and projection. Operations are used to 
position objects in a universe and in relation to each other. 

Coordinates 

The position of an object is given by its coordinates related to a center of a coordinate system. 

Coordinate Spaces 

Blinn (1991) describes the coordinate spaces an object sees in the order they pass through the 
graphic pipeline. The coordinate space used for defining the object is the definition or object space. 
All objects are introduced into the common space called universe or world space. An eye or a camera 
is put into the universe looking at a scene of the world. The way the camera sees the world is a 
projection of the objects in the world and a clip space is what is left in the projection after clipping 
away things not able to fit in the final image. The normalized device coordinates (NDC) is a screen 
coordinate system not knowing about actual pixel dimensions. Finally the pixel or raster space 
defines the position of the pixels on the hardware.  

Graphic pipeline 

A set of graphic transformations calculating objects from their original space into the final 
coordinate space. 
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Tessellation 

The process that 3D surface into primitive objects that are suitable for shading in the end of the 
graphic pipeline is called tessellation. In WebGL and OpenGL the primitive objects are triangles. 

Culling 

The process of culling discard objects before entering the rendering stages in the graphic 
pipeline. 

Clipping 

When an object is drawn to a canvas there may be parts not fitting within the boundary of the 
canvas. To make sure there is no parts drawn outside the boundary, the object is clipped towards 
the edges of the viewport. Clipping includes splitting lines, removing parts not shown, possibly 
adding lines along the border, and creating new surfaces. 

Rendering and rasterizing 

The rasterizing is the process of rendering of a model into a raster image. The rendering 
processes the objects in the model to produce the resulting raster image based on a definition of 
where to take a virtual photo. In 2D the process objects have to be considered based on some 
layering order and each object drawn using these priorities. In 3D the processing is referred to as 
the graphics pipeline and the objects passes through different stages like clipping and 
transformation into a view space before finally being used for rasterization. In the process pixels 
will receive their color values after calculating what light and color gets reflected against the 
viewing center. Two main methods are in use, raytracing and interpolated shading. 

Shading  

Shading is the process that takes a primitive object and puts color values into the pixels in the 
raster that are covered by the primitive object. Interpolated shading can use calculated values for 
the vertices and filling the values between the edges with values interpolated evenly between the 
vertices.  

Shader 

A shader is a program used for shading. In OpenGL there are two types of shader programs one 
for calculating values for vertices, and one for calculating values along the edges. The shaders in 
OpenGL are written in a dedicated shader language. The shader in OpenGL executes on the 
graphic hardware. 

Ray tracing 

Ray tracing is a method for determining what color a pixel should have by following a virtual ray 
of light backwards from the virtual eye through the screen raster out through the world. Where 
the ray intersects with an object the ray is checked for possible origins if it is reflection or 
transparency and eventually following these to sum up for a color to assign for a pixel. The 
process is costly but can provide accurate reflections from several objects.    

Image files 

Images are stored in files using  different formats. Common raster image file formats are GIF14, 
PNG15, and JPEG16. The various formats have different functional characteristics such as size of 

                                                 
14 GIF – Graphic Interchange Format 
15 PNG – Portable Network Graphics http://www.libpng.org/pub/png/ 
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files, how many colors that can be represented, and to what degree and quality an image can be 
compressed to.  Vector image formats in common use are AI17, SVG18, VML19. CAD files can 
sometimes be seen as vector image files. COLLADA20 is an interchange format for 3D graphics. 

VR – Virtual reality 

A visualization in a 3D environment where reality is simulated is called a virtual reality. Aspects 
of size, shape, lighting, and coloring of the surrounding environment can be introduced to higher 
level of realism if details about the real environment is known.  

Cubic environment mapping 

Environment mapping is technique to render a virtual environment using reflections mapped to 
simple objects. The cube mapping technique is an environmental mapping that uses a cube 
model. On the cube all the six insides are dressed with pictures as if they were taken from the 
center of the cube. As defined by Green (1986) it “... is often thought of as a poor man’s ray 
tracing…” but it has an “… enormous advantage in speed”.  Compared to ray tracing, 
environment mapping simplifies the process of determining the pixel values from a costly search 
among objects and costly reflection calculations for each pixel into 2D projection and texture 
filtering. Green (1986) also mentions that this “… is a gross simplification that sacrifices the 
reliability of local shading information…” but that the method still “… accurately conveys global 
illumination…”. 

 

 

Figure 4. Cube mapping and axis orientation 

 

                                                                                                                                           
16 JPEG – Joint Photographic Expert Group http://www.jpeg.org/ 
17 AI – Adobe Illustrator 
18 SVG – Scalable Vector Graphics 
19 VML – Vector Markup Language 
20 COLLADA – collaborative design activity 
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Figure 5. Design for an environment cube mapping21 

Cubic mapping has been used in a lot of applications, especially in early computer games, and are 
sometimes referred to as sky cubes. In Figure 4 you see a model of the cube and the orientation 
of axis and in Figure 5 you see how different images are created to be loaded into the cube faces. 

3.1.4 Geographic concepts  

Geographic information is data for describing geospatial features, things that have location and 
some other characteristics to describe it. In geography the location normally relates to the 
position on the surface of the Earth. The location of an object can at certain scales be abstracted 
to a single point and the location value to a simple coordinate in 2D, at finer scales the object 
can no longer be abstracted to a point and needs to be described with its actual shape. When 
looking at maps you will note the grid and scale. The grid gives you coordinates and the scale will 
tell how long a measured distance on the map is in the real world. 

The description gets more complex as we add details. First; the map is a flat projection of 
something that is round(-ish). The coordinates on a map are calculated based on mathematical 
models of the shape of the earth. The shape of the earth is flattened at the poles due to its 
rotation and is more accurately described by an ellipsoid body. To decide a coordinate system an 
ellipsoid is defined and fixed at some center of the earth. From this ellipsoid the coordinates for 
a surface point can be determined.  

The Earth is not truly evenly shaped, its density varies and this means that the gravity a given 
point is not necessary the same at another point, even if they are at the same distance from the 
earth center. This fact has led to the definition of the geoid, as the shape of the earth where the 
gravity is the same, and has the value at the average sea level. As height above the geoid can be 

                                                 
21 As adapted from the Xith3d project (Xith3d.org) by JavaCoolDude aka Abdul Bezrati 

http://xith.org/archive/JavaCoolDude/JWS/Xith3D/WaterCubeMap/source/Data/ under BSD license. 
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established using gravity measurement it has been the common practice to establish height data 
relative the geoid, but positions are normally given relative an ellipsoid. To minimize error in the 
difference between the heights over the geoid versus over the ellipsoid, local authorities have 
normally adopted ellipsoid for their regions that comes as close to the geoid in the local region as 
possible. This means that different mapmakers are using different ellipsoids and different 
coordinate systems. 

The use of GPS satellites and devices is benefitting from using a common model for the 
Earth, and such models exist. Even though it may seem like a good idea to recalculate all local 
data into the common model, there are reasons for not doing so; for instance the movement of 
the Tectonic plates makes entire regions move and calibration of the local system can be done 
once towards the global model instead of updating millions of coordinates and reprint all maps. 

Acquiring and maintaining geographic data is regulated by entities and in different countries, 
like Sweden, monopoly and laws dictates who is allowed to gather and store geographic data. 
(Försvarsdepartementet 2010-09-01) 

3.1.5 Geographic terms 

Geographic information 

Data describing entities with a geographic connection are collectively included in the term of 
Geographic Information. The entities have positional data and other attributes to describe any 
other aspect of the object. Attributes range from static data such as identification, shape 
definition, to time varying parameters such as tidal wave height for sea level. Elevation and 
depths are seen as attributes rather than the third dimension in some applications. 

Geographic information can also be defined in a raster data map i.e. a grid of measurements. 
The position of the corners of the map is specified and the location of a point in the grid is 
calculated by interpolation. Maps like this can be stored as images and the measurements 
interpreted as colors or grayscale values. It is common to keep measurements of elevation in 
such files. 

Different standards for geographic data exists; Content Standard for Digital Geospatial 
Metadata (CSDGM), ISO 19115, ISO 1911022. As the authorities for these standards impose 
copyrights there are also open and free alternatives like the OGC set of standards23. 

Topography 

Topography is the science that studies the shape and features of planets and other astronomical 
objects. Topography describes the three dimensional aspects using relief or terrain maps, contour 
maps, and relief shading. Topography describes both natural and artificial aspects of the objects. 

DEM – Digital Elevation Model  

DEM is a 3D representation of a topographical object created from elevation data collected in 
the terrain. Elevation data can be gathered from space with lasers but to get data below water 
surfaces other techniques such as multi-beam sonars will have to be used. DEM data is often 
distributed as DEM files in either in USGS DEM format or as GeoTiff images where the color 
data represents elevation rather than coloring.  

                                                 
22 http://www.fgdc.gov/metadata/geospatial-metadata-standards [2014-02-10] 
23 http://www.opengeospatial.org/standards [2014-02-10] 
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DTM – Digital Terrain Model 

Like DEM, DTM also describes the 3D aspects of a topographical object, but may include other 
aspects such as morphological information. 

TIN – Triangulated Irregular Network 

A TIN is vector model consisting of triangles to represent a 3D shape. Nearby triangles use same 
points for one or two vertices. The position of the TIN vertices are often calculated to positions 
that makes the surface provided by the triangle network as close as possible to the original shape. 
In areas where the shape is flat the amount of triangles are sparsely separated and in regions 
where the shape has more significant and frequent changes the TIN network is dense. The main 
benefit of a TIN is that shapes can be described using a limited number of triangles. This gives 
smaller data sizes, faster rendering but still details where needed. Tessellation using a regular grid 
lacks these good aspects. 

Seabed, seafloor, sea floor, ocean floor 

Terms used for naming the bottom of the oceans, seas and lakes.   

Bathymetry 

Bathymetry is, according to NOAH24 “the study of the "beds" or "floors" of water bodies, 
including the ocean, rivers, streams, and lakes”.  

GIS – Geographic Information Systems 

Systems supporting the full process of handling geographic data from collection to publication 
are referred to as GIS systems. The full process consists of storing, analyzing, and visualizing 
geographical data.(Harrie 2013) 

Geographic services 

A service on the web providing some geographic information on request is referred to as a 
geographic server. As an example Google is providing geographic services through their Google 
Maps API which delivers rendered map images to a web page, the Google Maps Elevation API 
that returns elevation data for a requested set of points.  

Standardized definitions of geographic services exists ISO 19119, or OGC WMS. As there 
are many different standards and services available, locating the correct one to use is a 
considerable problem recognized by (Wang, Li et al. 2012) who performed experiments in 
creating a “hybrid geospatial service classification matching method”. 

Geodata repositories 

The database storing geographic information to be used by GIS and Geographic services is a 
geodata repository. Standards exist for how and what data to include in a repository and how to 
export and import data. 

Geotools 

Programs that are only supporting parts of the GIS process are referred to as geotools. GDAL25 
is a library of different tools that can be used for building geographic services. 

                                                 
24 http://oceanservice.noaa.gov/facts/bathymetry.html [2014-03-10] 
25 http://www.gdal.org/ [2014-02-10] 
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3.2 Psychological concepts 

This chapter aims to clarify the concepts and theory regarding enjoyment and experience and the 
factors that contribute to notion of fun. The main source for the ideas here origins from the 
(Blythe, Overbeeke et al. 2004) which includes a collection of papers discussing different aspects 
of fun, experience and how to make use of it when considering design for systems. The 
descriptions here are deliberately left short and there are more to be found in the mentioned 
articles. 

Experience 

Wright and Mccarthy (2003) states that “‘Experience’ is an elusive concept that resists 
specification and finalisation”26 and that “…distinguishing a specific user experience from a 
general flow of experience…” is one many questions that has not yet been fully answered. They 
summarize a philosophy of experience developed by Dewey in 1934 that “…experience is the 
irreducible totality of people acting, sensing, thinking, feeling, and meaning-making in a setting, 
including their perception and sensation of their own actions.” 

From Wright and Mccarthy (2003) we learn that people actively construct experiences 
through the process of sense making, rather than just simply engage in them as ready-made 
impressions. They also claim that there can be no experience  without reflexive interaction 
between self and other, or subject and object. A final important conclusion is also made stating 
that “Even when we reflect on experience as a completed object, we are having an experience” 
(Wright, Mccarthy et al. 2003). 

Emotion 

When you experience, you register or perceive sensations, received through your senses. Your 
senses are your sight, hearing, taste, smell, touch (pressure, temperature). Not only will you 
register the basic sensations but also your reactions to the input. The responses will appear as 
physical and mental reactions, such as increased heart rate, excitement, fear, arousal etc. This is 
what we refer to as emotions. 

Recall and making memories last 

When you are experiencing something the impressions you get are stored in your memory. The 
memories can be retrieved into your conscious mind by the process called recall.  Recalling is an 
activity that you can perform actively by thinking on the subject and replaying what happened in 
your mind. Recalling the memory to can strengthen the imprint of the experience and make the 
experience remain for a longer time in your memory.  

The act of bringing a memory back in mind can itself produce sensations and produce 
emotions and thus create an experience again. This is maybe the reason why repetition can be 
said to prolong experience. 

By using external input such as pictures, audio, and video, missing pieces can be added to 
your memory. This can build more connections in the brain making the memory stick even 
further. In later recall the brain will be able to recall more and more complete pictures but it can 
also be quite bad on determining what impressions and pieces of the memory that came from 
the initial actual experience. 

Learning and narration 

The process of repetition and working with memories of experiences is the same as being in 
place in learning. In study techniques you learn that processing of information, or working with 

                                                 
26 British English spelling 
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it, makes it stick longer, and when it sticks and you can use it, then you have learnt something. 
One of the processing options is to create a narrative, to write down a summary of the subject. 
Sengers (2004) mentions that the field of narrative psychology “… argues that humans interpret 
activity by organizing it into narrative.” Rizzo and Marti (2003) found that the phases of cycle of 
creative imagination, exploration, inspiration, production and sharing, could “… be used to represent 
the different chronological and structural phases of a narrative activity.”. The cycle of creative 
imagination is a psychological process for creation of knowledge. 

Enjoyment 

When you are performing an activity that gives you positive emotions you are enjoying the 
experience. Enjoyment can thus be described as reactions from an activity that invoked positive 
emotions. As all people are individuals, it is highly personal what activities that will result in 
positive emotions and then what people enjoy doing.  

To distinguish between different degrees of enjoyment we classify the experiences into either 
just having fun or as giving you pleasure. Sengers (2004) argues “…that fun and pleasure can be 
thought of as experiences that generally differ in terms of distraction and absorption”. 

Fun may then be said to be something that you receive, whereas pleasure, comes from the 
sense of satisfaction from accomplishing some creative activity. 

Fun 

Having fun is here seen as the joy you receive as a result of more or less passively taking part of an 
activity. Take a rollercoaster ride as an example. Going for the ride, you take a seat, and as you 
go, you receive sensations. The sensations being somewhat unexpected may make you experience 
excitement and make you feel aroused. If you like it; then you are having fun. As you take part of 
the action you have to let go of control and follow a path created by someone else. Seeing 
movies and listening to music can then also be classified as being just fun. Having fun is seen as 
an enjoyment that lasts in the moment, a distracting amusement without any purpose of making 
long lasting impact on you and your performance in any field. Having fun is the goal of the 
activity, nothing else. Sengers (2004) states that fun is not “... unimportant or by any means 
"bad". Its ability to distract with short-lividness and superficiality satisfies an important 
underlying psychological need.” 

Pleasure 

When talking about pleasure, Sengers (2004) makes the following claim “… pleasure is a deeper 
form of enjoyment. The main difference between pleasure and fun is its focus on an activity and 
a deep feeling of absorption. Pleasure, in this sense, is not short-lived. … It happens when 
people are devoted to an object or activity.” 

The goal of the pleasure experience goes beyond just enjoying the moment. It builds 
knowledge, that makes further pleasurable experiences even more enjoyable. 

Engagement and absorption 

Engagement is the factor that differentiates the concept of enjoyment. Being engaged means you 
keep doing something because you like it. In other words you are active and motivated by the 
task itself. The activity can be said to have absorbed you. 
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3.3 Methodology theory 

3.3.1 Feasibility studies and aspects of acceptability 

Feasibility studies are typically used to determine whether a business opportunity is possible, 
technically convenient and economically sound. Justis and Kreigsmann (1979) show feasibility 
studies as tools that “can supply an objective, rational approach to this goal.” They also claim 
that “By presenting and analyzing all relevant information such a study can show the resources 
needed for a proposed venture, expose its strengths and weaknesses, and objectively assess its 
prospects for success”. Today this can be summarized by the concept of a SWOT analysis to 
determine strengths and weaknesses of rivaling solutions, in conjunction with analysis of threats 
and opportunities. Though this paper focuses on the economical and managerial part of setting 
up a business it outlines “It is desirable to include in this discussion an historical analysis of the 
performance of the product or service in the industry.”   

Nielsen (1993) provides a model of aspects of acceptability, shown as adapted in Figure 6, 
where the focus lies on the usefulness aspects.  In this thesis the technical feasibility was used to 
determine the technical acceptability closer to the reliability and compatibility aspects of the 
model, but includes investigation of performance in loading and execution related to the Utility 
aspect. The technical feasibility study was used to determine if a suggested solution was possible 
to implement across a set of platforms. The Theory Chapter 3 includes survey over the 
technologies used for the solution and the penetration of the market as found when investigating 
the technologies.  

 

Figure 6. Models of attributes of system accessibility27 

The methods used for analyzing the numerical data gathered during the feasibility are limited to 
simple mathematical averaging. 

3.3.2 Agile development 

In agile development, the Manifesto for Agile Software Development (Beck, Beedle et al. 2001) 
provides guidelines of what is providing more value to development projects. Using the 
manifesto and the twelve accompanying principles makes the development effort focus on the 
exchange of information between individuals in a collaborative interactive fashion rather than 
following documentation heavy strictly defined processes for achieving the goals of the projects. 

Williams (2012) reflects on the evolution of software development practices and describes 
how the manifesto was created by 17 creators and supporters of the different lightweight 

                                                 
27 Adapted from (Nielsen 1993) Figure 1 “A model of the attributes of system acceptability” 
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methodologies that had been created in the late 90-ies (Scrum, XP, DSD, FDD etc.). These 
methods were all focusing on solving the shortcomings of the traditional waterfall development 
methodology created in the 70-ies.   

Williams investigated in 2010 the importance of the original principles from 2001 in a survey 
among agile developers. In his survey he also investigated what practices were essential for a 
team to be considered agile. The set of agile practices consisted of 45 practices of which the top 
items includes Continuous integration, Short iterations, “Done” criteria, Automated test runs 
each build, Automated unit testing, and Iteration reviews/demos (Williams 2012).  

In short a minimal agile development process gathers features to develop by direct 
discussions between development team and the customer, features are then prioritized and 
developed in strict order based on the prioritization. Development is broken down into fixed 
time frames, called iterations or sprints. Iterations are to be short and a development commits to 
development of work that can be completed, in the time of the iteration. Complete or “Done” 
means in this case, tested and ready for delivery. Features are demoed repeatedly to enable 
provision of feedback from the customer. A development scope is only fixed for the duration of 
iteration, and the priorities are to be reevaluated for the next iterations. Iterations are to be short 
2-4 weeks to ensure that the project can respond to changes in a timely fashion. In agile 
development the quality should never be compromised, but the amount of features should be 
considered the varying parameter, rather than quality. The consequence is that, if a feature takes 
longer to develop to reach the intended quality, other features will have to be postponed, or 
dropped entirely from the backlog.  

To ensure development keeps up to quality standards it is vital to prevent bugs from ever 
getting into the product. By running tests automatically at every build, and never committing 
anything not tested into repositories are part of the practices, this includes having performed also 
integration tests.  It is also in practice to commit often to eliminate big integration problems 
later. 

3.3.3 Scenario based design 

Scenario Based Design (SBD) was developed to overcome the problems experienced by previous 
development methodologies where designs were engineered by capturing and analyzing 
requirements into traditional specifications.  

The scenario descriptions aim to describe how a user of a system interacts with it in a specific 
situation. Using the scenario it is easier to determine, not only what a system should do, but also 
why. These aspects should make it easier to have constructive dialogs all through the design and 
implementation efforts. The first SBD book was put together in (Carroll 1995) where a set of 
ideas to support this puts the foundation for further methodology improvements and adaptions 
of practices such as XP, and Scrum. The idea to describe requirements of industrial systems as 
scenarios was made by Ivar Jacobson in his paper on Use Cases in 1987 (Hudson 2013) and 
(Carroll 1995) also includes Ivar Jacobson’s article on The Use-Case Construct in Object-
Oriented Software Engineering.  

A scenario captures a design idea through by describing the use of a system in a narrative story. 
The scenarios are written in terms related to the users of the system and should by this be 
adequate for discussions directly with the stakeholders. The characteristic elements of a scenario, 
according to Potts,  include settings, actors or agents, goals or objectives, and a plot (Carroll 2000). A 
plot includes actions and events. The outcome of actions and events may also alter the goal or 
define new ones. By using a scenario containing the user interactions makes the use explicit in the 
design.  

In the early days the scenarios were free form of descriptions of how a piece of the system 
was to be used by a certain type of users. Later approaches to make stricter and more elaborated 
processes put more form to the scenario definitions and they developed into the User Stories 
popular in the agile development methods like XP and Scrum. In user stories they have been 
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extremely compacted and summarized into single sentence stories as in the Connextra form 
from 2001 “As <role> I want <goal/desire> [so that <benefit>]” (Hudson 2013). 

Rosson and Carroll (2002) further clarify how scenarios can be used to overcome the hazards 
of the solution-first problem-solving methods by explaining how scenarios are both concrete and 
rough (that they “…can be couched at many levels of detail”), that they maintain focus on persons and 
their needs, that they are evocative and makes it possible to reflect upon the design in different levels. “Scenarios 
help designers reflect about their ideas in the context of doing design”. “The story enables 
readers to empathize with the people in the situation, which in turn leads to questions about 
motivations, intentions, reactions, and satisfaction.“ 

(Rosson, Carroll 2002) show how scenario-based analysis and design can be put to use in 
phases of system development. In an analytical phase, analysis of stakeholders and the field are 
collected into problem scenarios. Later phases in the development may use activity design 
scenarios and user interaction design scenarios (Rosson, Carroll 2012). 

In the analysis phase of the SBD framework the initial requirements are expressed as root 
concepts that enumerates key aspects of the starting vision to serve as a start for “…further 
analysis and elaboration of system requirements”. An example of root concepts may include a 
high-level vision, a basic rationale, stakeholders, and starting assumptions.  

Problem scenarios are effectively generated by describing a set of hypothetical stakeholders. 
The descriptions need to be rich and realistic as they for a base for further designing. To describe 
the stakeholders (Rosson, Carroll 2012) suggest using a technique similar to the personas 
described by (Cooper 1999).  

After creating the stories the consequences and implications can be made explicit by 
extracting a set of claims. These can then be analyzed and discussed.  

3.3.4 Persona stories 

When describing the stakeholders it is common to group certain aspects of a group of users with 
similar needs into a representative character, the persona. The persona will act as a representative 
of a user, in a certain situation taking the collective interest of a group that shares a goal. The 
persona character is used in the design process to put the focus on supporting the persona and 
his needs. Hudson (2013) challenges the practice of using to general archetypes for user stories 
as he means that the concept of sharing goals does not hold on the wide scale. He also disregards 
the practice of user stories to turn the stories into first person statements. He means that it is too 
easy for designers and developers to assume that they can use themselves for accurately 
representing the actual user of a system. He explicitly claims that “…no one person (or even a 
small team) can dictate or represent the needs of users” and he found that “…technology 
focused men working in IT had significantly reduced empathy” thus making a case that the user 
stories are made by the wrong people.  

He also means that practices of XP produces the user stories at the wrong time. The user 
story is used for making estimates before they are tackled, and user stories are not supposed to 
be analyzed before being tackled by the team and thus they should not have been analyzed. This 
gets absurd and he means that this is a misinterpretation of the “Twelve Principles of Agile 
Software” (Beck, Beedle et al. 2001) as it actually claims that “big design” up front is bad but 
rough design is not. 

Hudson (2013) finally determines a blow towards the practice of the strict form of user 
stories in first person and claims they are counterproductive.  He gives two reasons for this; 
“Many usability issues arise because developers assume the users are similar to themselves.”; and 
“The second reason is that thinking about yourself is not actually as effective in a design context 
as thinking about others unknown to you.” 

 The remedy for this is create persona stories where the user stories are adapted to be “…more 
user-centered by changing their structure and shifting their focus from roles to minimal 
collaborative personas.” 
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Minimal collaboration personas 

To overcome the malpractice of some UX design teams to develop too extensive persona 
descriptions and failing to communicate and use them efficiently during the design and 
implementation Hudson (2013) urges the agile teams to use minimal collaborative personas. 
Every primary persona is said to need a different interface in a system. The personas needs to be 
provide enough detail of the users behaviors and needs to motivate the interface. The 
information provided should be enough for all that reads the persona to understand why it has 
to be there in that way. The agile core team is supposed to be collaborate in the research and the 
development of the personas to fully understand them and to make proper use of them in 
creating empathy and motivation for the team.  

Persona stories 

Persona stories takes a step away from the user stories as they focus on named persona 
characters in third person. Similar to user stories, is that they are very short and focus on the 
persona need and behavior. Hudson (2013) stresses that the stories are to be created in a 
collaboration between UX specialists, business analysts, and members of the development core 
team. The stories are then elaborated into scenarios and visual designs.  The persona stories are 
written in after researching users and making the rough design of the system, as these are needed 
to set “…the scope and shape of the venture”. Hudson (2013) concludes that the results of the 
design process using persona stories will be descriptive rather than prescriptive.  
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METHOD  

The purpose of this chapter is to describe the methods used for investigating each of problems formulated. The order 
is to match the order of the problems listed in the introduction. The method chapter presents how it was performed 
and the implications of using the methods when it comes to possibilities to draw conclusions based on findings and 
results. 

4.1 Technical feasibility 

The technical feasibility study determined to what level a suggested set of solution technologies 
and platform would be suitable for implementing a diving track visualization. The feasibility 
investigation measured a set of parameters on a set of operating systems, and on a set of 
technical platforms.  

   

Figure 7. A technical feasibility study process 

 

The process for the feasibility study according to Figure 7 is described in the following sections. 
Agile development practices were deployed to extract requirements and develop features. 

4.1.1 Design a prototype platform 

A platform that can support a diving track visualization was designed to fulfill the requirements 
listed by Aqwary. Through discussions requirements were refined to a level good enough for a 
design. The platform requirements are listed in Table 1, Aqwary platform requirements. 

The choice of platform was motivated by statistics regarding HTML5 adaption rate from 
W3schools.com28, NETMARKETSHARE29 and StatCounter30. WebGL performance was 
measured using Chronos tests31. HTML 5 conformance was measured using HTML5Test.com32 

                                                 
28 http://www.w3schools.com/browsers/browsers_stats.asp 
29 http://www.netmarketshare.com/ 
30 http://statcounter.com/ 
31 https://www.khronos.org/registry/webgl/sdk/tests/webgl-conformance-tests.html?version=1.0.1 
32 http://html5test.com/ 
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Before continuing the platform prototype design was discussed with Aqwary. 

4.1.2 Design a prototype visualization 

A prototype was designed using the prototype platform design and supported by the data 
requirements listed by Aqwary. The data requirements are listed in Table 2, Aqwary data 
requirements. Before continuing the prototype design was discussed with Aqwary and the 
prototype platform adjusted where needed. The fulfillments of Aqwary data requirements were 
listed. 

4.1.3 Implement a prototype visualization 

The prototype was implemented by creating an overall architecture and then adding features in 
accordance with agile development principles. Each feature was developed and tested to meet 
expectations before continuing with the next iteration. As this was not a team based 
development developed in a production situation, demos were presented to Aqwary as features 
became ready. 

4.1.4 Measure technical feasibility 

The prototype was tested on the selected set of platforms and OS. The measurements consisted 
of parameters according to Table 3 for the platforms listed in Table 4. The browsers included in 
the feasibility test are listed in 28Table 5. 
 

Measurement Answers Test method 

Visualization runs as 
expected 

Yes/No 1) Start the demo. 
2) Verify that all elements renders as 

expected.  
3) Use controls to rotate view. 
4) Accept if all items show up and using 

controls updates the presentation.  
5) Note any deviances. 

Rendering speed Frames per second 1) Use animation and controls to change 
the presentation. 

2) Measure frames per second.  
3) Take five samples.  
4) Calculate average time. 

Startup time By clock in seconds 1) Clear applicable caches.  
2) Connect device over Wi-Fi. 
3) Start the time measurement by 

entering the address and submit it for 
loading. 

4) Measure by using a stop watch the 
amount of seconds it takes to present 
the initial view. The time is stopped as 
the final visual element is drawn, (the 
surface element).  

5) Reload the page to measure 5 more 
loads.  

6) Calculate the average. 
Load size Size in kb 1) List the solution files.  
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2) Use the file explorer to read the file 
sizes. 

3) Summarize raw and minified versions 
of the JavaScripts, and the same for 
the data tracks. 

HTML5 score  1) Run the Html5test.com to get current 
scoring 

WebGL conformance  1) Run the Khronos conformance test 
for WebGL 1.0.1 

2) Divide number of successful tests 
with number of tests 

Table 3. Technical feasibility measurements 

 

Platform Operating System Comment 

Stationary Windows PC Windows 8 Asus N76V, Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-
3630QM CPU @ 2.40GHz, 8GB 
RAM, 64-bit OS 

Windows Laptop Windows 7 Acer Aspire 1810TZ, Genuine 
Intel(R) CPU U4100 1.30GHz 4GB 
RAM, 64-bit Operating System 

Android Smartphone  Android 4.1.2 Samsung GT-I9100, 1,97GB device 
memorr+11,5GB USB storage 

MacBook Pro OS X    
iPad Mini iOS 7  
iPhone 5 iOS 7  

Table 4. Platforms to measure 

 

Browser Version Comment 

Internet Explorer 10 Only on Windows 7, 8 
Google Chrome 33 * 
1Mozilla Firefox 27 * 
Apple Safari 9.537.53 * 
Opera 19 * 
Android Browser 4.1.2.I1900  

Table 5. Browsers in feasibility tests.  

 

In Table 5 the * indicates browsers that auto-updates. The findings were summarized in a table 
with the dimensions <platform, browser> x <measurements> and tables for data and code size 
in Table 19.   

4.2 Rough system design 

The second part of the problem formulation, in section 1.3, can be seen as mapping to the 
usability aspect of Subjectively Pleasing in Figure 6. In Chapter 3 we describe the basic concepts 
relating to aspects of experiences and fun that suggest that additional functions are needed to 
provide prolongation of experience and pleasure.  
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Drawing from the SBD theory described in 3.3.3,  we learn that the scenarios can be used on 
several levels during system development to understand aspects from very rough to very detailed. 
In this thesis the SBD in combination with Minimal Collaboration Personas and Persona Stories were 
used to provide a rough characterization of a future system that incorporates the aspects that 
should make it more pleasurable and extend the experience of the diving adventure. The persona 
presented here are provisional or proto-personas in a sense that they have not been broadly 
investigated among a sample of the actual intended users. 
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RESULT  

The purpose of this chapter is to describe the results achieved using the methods listed in the previous chapter. The 
order is to match the order of the problems listed in the introduction. This chapter provides facts without evaluating 
the result. 

5.1 Technical feasibility 

The feasibility study was performed by developing a visualization prototype to show that the 
technical possibility exists, and that it is possible to run on the imposed range of platforms. This 
section covers starts by showing what was achieved in terms of screen shots of the actual 
prototype and a the feasibility result, then follows the description on how the prototype platform 
was designed and how it was implemented. At the end follows some additional findings and 
observations regarding availability of data.  

5.1.1 Diving track visualization prototype 

The visualization was created for use in web browsers with HTML5, JavaScript and WebGL. A 
set of existing libraries were used to focus on the prototype main function and to get support for 
abstracting away from technical difficulties such as browser dependencies and WebGL low level 
maintenance. 

The user interface is simplistic providing a virtual environment consisting of a water surface, 
some axis to help the user to understand orientation and a bounding box. A track is loaded and 
displayed and the initial view is straight from the top as seen in Figure 8.  

Controlling the presentation is done using keys and the mouse or the touch interface of a 
smart phone. The scene camera is panned using the arrow keys, left click and drag will rotate the 
scene in horizontal and vertical direction with the center of the box and the surface at the center 
of the presentation. Zooming is done by dragging while clicking the mouse wheel.  The effect is 
exemplified by Figure 9 and Figure 10. 
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Figure 8. Initial view of the visualization prototype 

 

 

Figure 9. Visualization prototype showing track after rotation and panning 
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Figure 10. Visualization prototype zoomed out 

The interface also includes a small HTML5 menu to enable selecting different visualization 
options for use of different cube mappings and turning on and off the debugging panels. A small 
panel showing the frame rate is also put into direct view.  

An alternative cube mapping using photos from a real landscape makes a simulation of a lake. 
Different views are shown in Figure 11 and Figure 12. 

 

Figure 11. Fake lake environment cube mapping view just above the surface 
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Figure 12. Fake lake environment cube mapping view from just under the surface 

The prototype shown does not generate the seabed terrain based on any geographical 
information. All sense of space is created with the sky boxes. An attempt was also made to get 
actual depths using a web service and Google Elevation API was tried. This however did not 
yield any depth data as all height data found were set at the surface of lakes and oceans. Height 
data for surrounding landscape were returned and this could be used for displaying of land. 
Google demands that when you use their Elevation API a Google Map must be displayed.  

To get elevation data from the Google API the bounding box was used for creating a set of n 
evenly spaced lines defined by m points evenly spread along each line. As the elevation data was 
returned for each point in the lines, these were made into a grid of points. It was found that the 
elevation returned was not accurately aligned with the coordinates sent in to the API and the 
shoreline for the generated hill landscape does not align with the shoreline presented either in 
Google Maps or Google Earth. This can be seen in Figure 13 where the red ellipsis marks the 
location of the real shoreline. 

 

Figure 13. Landscape with real world elevation data and misaligned shorelines 
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5.1.2 Measuring feasibility 

  The measurements are provided in detail in Appendix A, but the essential findings are listed 
here in the following tables. 

 

Platform Chrome Firefox Opera Android Safari IE 

Windows desktop Yes Yes Yes N/A N/A No33 
Windows laptop Yes Yes Yes N/A N/A Yes34 
Android smartphone Yes35 No36 No37 Yes N/A N/A 
MacBook Pro Yes Yes Yes N/A Yes38 N/A 
iPad Mini No N/A No N/A No39 N/A 
iPhone 5 No N/A No N/A No N/A 

Table 6. Platform and browsers and visualization support 

Platform Chrome Firefox Opera Android Safari IE 

Windows desktop 2 2.5 2.2 N/A N/A N/A 
Windows laptop 7 7 7 N/A N/A 7 
Android smartphone 15 28 16 22 N/A N/A 
MacBook Pro 5 5 3 N/A 4 N/A 
iPad Mini N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 
iPhone 5 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Table 7. Startup speeds 

 

Platform Chrome Firefox Opera Android Safari IE 

Windows desktop 132 126 130 N/A N/A N/A 
Windows laptop 41 23 48 N/A N/A 3 
Android smartphone 52 19 2-11840 66 N/A N/A 
MacBook Pro 38 50 35 N/A 34 N/A 
iPad Mini N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 
iPhone 5 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Table 8. Frame rates 

The size of the libraries used where measured to be 1332.41 kB, but minified versions were 
found to be only 584 kB and they were used instead to gain loading speed, see Table 20 in 
appendix A.2. No specific measurements were made to compare execution speeds for the 

                                                 
33 In Windows 8.0 Internet Explorer 10.0 was used 
34 In Windows 7 Internet Explorer 11.0 was used. Rendering speed for Internet Explorer was only 3 frames a second, 

where the others were found to be between 20 and 50 for the laptop. 
35 WebGL disabled on device due to limitation in GPU support for functionality needed by Chrome. Can be enabled. 

Once enabled runs ok. 
36 Rendering can be ok when running for the first time, navigation can be done but eventually hangs or crashes the 

canvas. Reload always crashes. Uneven animation at low frame rate. Can load the google elevation data but may 

crash the canvas.  
37 Rendering initially ok. Annoying automatic zoom. Fails in loading Google elevation data. Manual manoeuvring ok, 

animation 2-4 frames a second. 
38 WebGL has to be enabled manually in settings. 
39 WebGL has to be enabled manually in settings. 
40 Reading of the Stats showed on high rendering rate but the actual presentation updated about twice a second. 
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minified versions compared to the original ones. The size of the code built in the project was 
found to be 47kB and these files were neither minified nor combined into one file. 

The data used in the tracks are listed in Table 21. For the measurements the compacted 
versions (marked with z in the table) were used. The amount of points in the tracks is shown in 
the same table, and the Skagul track was used as the startup track and has been used in the 
measurements of loading. The long track was added late and was found to take a lot longer time 
to load. On the Windows desktop Firefox had problems processing it and crashed several times. 
In the end it loaded and once the data were made into WebGL objects it ran as Chrome and 
Opera. On the mobile units similar behavior of loading arose for the long track, but here 
animation was also clearly affected.  

 
The levels of fulfilment according to the requirements were summarized in Table 9. 
 

Requirement number Requirement description Requirement 
Fulfilment 

PR1 The solution should be possible to use on a stationary PC Yes 
PR1.1 A Window desktop PC running Windows 8 Yes 

PR2 The solution should be possible to use on a laptop PC Yes 
PR2.1 A Window laptop PC running Windows 7 Yes 
PR2.2 A MacBook Pro running OS X  Yes 

PR3 The solution should be possible to use on a portable PAD No 
PR3.1 An iPad Mini running iOS No 

PR4 The solution should be possible to use on a smart phone Yes 
PR4.1 An Samsung SII running Android 4.1.2 Yes 
PR4.2 A iPhone 5 running iOS No 

DR1 The solution should be able to display a track containing 
an hour of diving data. 

Partly41 

DR1.1 Sampling every other second this translates to 
60x60/2=1800 samples. 

Partly 

DR2 The solution should be able to be rendered smoothly.  Partly 
DR2.1 Rendering speed to be greater than 25 frames per 

second to be good, greater than 15 to be 
acceptable.  

Partly42 

DR3  The solution should take advantage of the unique feature 
of 3D positioning provided by the Aqwary smart console. 

Yes 

DR3.1  The presentation should use 3D visualization. Yes 
   

Table 9. Requirement fulfilment 

5.1.3 Designing the prototype platform 

From the customer imposed requirement of what devices to be able to run on and the trends 
and capabilities found with the browsers, a set of components were selected to be the platform 
on which to develop the prototype. 

 

                                                 
41 The high end platforms renders without any problems and low end platform struggles and sometime succeeds and 

sometime fails. 
42 The high end platforms renders without any problems and low end platform struggles and sometime achieves high 

rates and other times just barely manages to update the presentation. 
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Library Purpose 

JQuery Support efficient JavaScript implementation accessing HTML DOM caring 
for browser independence. 

Require.js Supporting modular development of JavaScript. 
ThreeJs 3D graphics library abstracting WebGL, providing fallback on platforms 

not fully supporting WebGL. 
Proj4 Translates between different coordinate systems. Decides region for 

longitudes in WGS84 
Google Maps API For retrieval of elevation data. 
  

Table 10. JavaScript platform components 

 

No active server solution was developed. The format used for delivering data from server to 
client is in JSON format. 

Demo of the prototype was made available on a web site hosted by IIS on a Windows 8 
laptop. No special security or login functionality was needed for running the prototype.  

5.1.4 Designing the prototype visualization 

Questions regarding the presentation mode, the data needed for the presentations and the ways 
to navigate the presentation were investigated to design the visualization. The design work 
resulted in the following conclusions. 

Modes of visualization 

The modes of visualizations are listed in Table 11: Modes of visualization 
 

Mode  Description 

1 A track can be displayed in 2D based on flat projections from above or from any side. 
From above it can be placed on regular maps. 

2 A track can be displayed as a 2D graph based on mapping some attribute against a 
time reference. Mapping depth and level of oxygen may be a traditional presentation 
used with diving devices not able to track position. 

3 In an interactive 3D environment that can be rotated and zoomed to choice. The 
track can be either points, connected lines or an extrusion tube. Colors and width of 
extrusion may be used for presenting additional parameters such as oxygen level or 
distance to diving buddies. Time stamps may be inserted. 

4 For realism models of objects are needed, as well as for surface and the rest of the 
environment. 

Table 11. Modes of visualization 

 

Data needed for visualization 

The data needed are listed in Table 12: Data needed to display a track. It is also worth noting that 
the device needs to be able to store data for a weeks’ worth of dives and that each log can have 
60*60*2=7200 log points. Data is assumed to be transferred to the web server before being 
retrieved for visualization.  
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Data Purpose 

Positions To do presentation of a track in a 3D presentation each track will have to 
consist of a set of positions where each position needs to be specified in 
three dimensions. There selected dimensions were earth geographic 
coordinates according to WGS 84 (latitude and longitude) together with a 
depth measure in meters below the surface. 

Time  To animate and display several tracks together time references are needed. It 
was decided to use time stamps in the current time zone with a resolution of 
seconds. 

Type To display information about findings a coordinate with some type 
information is needed to locate points of interests. 

POI To display a track it is of interest to provide realism, a surface, ocean floor 
surface and type, artefacts such as ship wrecks, plants and living fish and 
mammal. Beach shore line. Lighting. 

Surface elevation Each dive log will have to relate to the depth below the surface. And to be 
able to correctly adjust the display into a landscape based on elevations as 
measured relating to the geoid and sea level. 

Table 12. Data needed to display a track 

 

Visualization of the environment was tried in two ways, first by trying to establishing the actual 
sea floor, shoreline and land terrain elevation. As no actual depths were acquired and no other 
sources were found, a simulated landscape was tried using the cube mapping technique. This 
simulates a world but accuracy in the simulation of the real world was not achieved due to lack 
of good surface cube panels. 

Modes of navigation 

The possible navigations identified are listed in Table 13: Modes of navigation. 
 

Navigation Description 

Moving camera freely To see the track from different angles, different positions of the virtual 
camera can be selected. Using arrow keys for panning and tilting, 
shifting in combination with the arrow keys for zooming and rotating. 
Using a mouse in combination with scrolling wheel and a shift key can 
accomplish the same. For tablets and mobile phones the support for 
swiping and pinching will have to be used. 

Animate camera 
along track 

A view based on temporal movement along the track can be used to 
produce an animated experience of the dive. Navigation can then utilize 
regular play back controls. 

Table 13. Modes of navigation 

 

Prototype context  

In an imagined final system some mechanism presents the available tracks that can be visualized 
and lets the user select some for visualization. The prototype is considering testing the feasibility 
after this has happened and assumes a track has been selected and loads it from a server. The 
track is rendered and navigated. While this is done the feasibility is measured.  
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Design summary 

The track is to be 
1. A virtual world is to be created using WebGL in a browser. Supports DR1, DR2 
2. The track should be visualized as a spline connecting the points of the track in a 

simulated 3D world. The track is given a thickness so it can be seen on distance by 
extruding a pipe along the spline. Supports DR3 

3. The world is viewed from a virtual camera located above the surface from a height and 
using a viewing angle that makes the entire track fit inside the screen. Supporting 
requirement DR3. 

4. A virtual water surface should be added at the assumed level matching the actual sea 
level. The water surface should be transparent to enable track visibility from above the 
water. Supporting requirement DR3.  

5. The world should contain elements to provide some idea of reality. Supporting 
requirement DR3. 

a. Using DEM data to present elevated terrain and sea floor. Supporting 
requirement DR3. 

6. The world should be possible to navigate using a pointing device (a mouse or a touch 
screen) as well as keys on a keyboard.  Supporting requirement DR3. 

 

 
  

Figure 14.  Coordinate systems sample 

5.1.5 Implementing the prototype visualization 

The prototype was built in the following way. First an architecture for a web client application 
was designed. This included selecting a module format for the JavaScript modules. The data 
structures and formats for the tracks were defined and simulated track data matching the format 
were created. Then the application module was defined and implemented, and additional 
modules added as the solution evolved.  

Defining an architecture for the Aqwary Demonstrator 

The prototype implements a structure to be directly accessible on a web structure. Folders are 
provided to separate different types of files. Third party library sources are separated from the 
files developed for this prototype, these are located in the lib folder, see Figure 15.  
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The prototype is held together with a static HTML5 start page. This utilizes normal static 
linking to third party libraries. The files built for the prototype are dynamically loaded using 
Require.JS. During evaluation of the prototype the files remained non-minified. 

 

Figure 15. Aqwary Diving Track Demonstrator Web Architecture  

To encapsulate the contents of the JavaScript modules the pattern utilizing definitions of 
functional expressions is used in accordance with the Asynchronous Module Definition (AMD) 
specification43 as seen in Figure 16 using immediately executing anonymous function. Anything 
declared inside will be visible only inside the closure. 

 

 
 

Figure 16.  Encapsulation of JavaScript modules 

 

For ease of maintenance and clarity in the code the specific constants used for initialization are 
separated from the methods and put into the beginning of the functional expression. Using 
functional expressions for definitions of methods and factories guarantees that the scope of the 
closure created by the expression is maintained44 and that the configuration definition can be 
accessed at all times by the methods inside the module. At the point of the factory parameter in 
Figure 16, the actual definition of the module is defined as shown in Figure 17.  It is also noted 
that the surrounding functional expression could be omitted if there are no configuration data 
for the module, but as there may be in the future; these are implemented in every module. 

 

                                                 
43 https://github.com/amdjs/amdjs-api/wiki/AMD 
44 https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/JavaScript/Reference/Functions_and_function_scope 

Aqwary Diving Track Demonstrator 

js 

app lib 

data 

DiveLog CoastLine 

media 

img 

styles 

(function(){  
      // Confiuration definitions 
      // Asynchronous Module Definition 

  define (<id>, <dependencies>, <factory> );  
}()); 
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Figure 17. Factory definition in JavaScript modules 

 

In the module factory shown in Figure 17 the methods are deliberately using functional 
expressions and variable assignments. It is noted that this pattern guarantees that the function is 
evaluated at the point of definition and that it then inherits the scope at the point of definition, 
and that the functions can be used from outside the declarative function in which it is defined. 
The object returned from the module factory is the API, explicitly naming all public functions 
and mapping them to their corresponding internal methods or internal objects. One drawback of 
this pattern is that the functions needs to appear prior to their use, using function declaration 
statements in the traditional way makes it possible to fill in the gaps once the definitions are all 
parsed.  

Designing a data structure 

Data is assumed to be centrally stored based on the unit ID. Units are considered to be owned 
by one party, and to be used by some other party to support a scenario where a diving center 
owns the units and recreational divers borrows/rents the devices temporarily. 

The data needed for the visualization, stated in Table 12: Data needed to display a track, 
consists of items according to Figure 18. This model suggests that a file retrieved from the server 
to the client is loaded complete in one data transfer session. 

 

 

Figure 18. Data items for a diving log file 

function (userLog) { 
  <member variable definitions> 
   
  this.method = function() { 
    <metod code> 
  }; 
   
  return { 
    method : method 
  }; 
}  
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The data model was translated into an XML test file (see Figure 19) that was used as a base for 
generating a XSL schema file (see Appendix B).   

 

 
 

Figure 19. Dive Log Sample XML 

 

A JSON equivalent was generated using a web service45, see Figure 20. Note that “_” was 
selected as a prefix for attributes; this ensures that the attribute values can be accessed using the 
dotted notation (for example someVariable._loggingDeviceId) rather than using name lookup 
(someVariable["_loggingDeviceId"]). Using something like the “@” suggested at the service 
makes using the dotted notation result in syntax errors. 

Using an independent service to convert XML to JSON is not to recommend as the result 
depends on the actual contents of this XML, and not necessarily adds lists where the XML 
Schema states that there may be more than one item. To convert from XML to JSON it is 
recommended to make a dedicated transformer based on the schema to ensure that the lists 
always appears where they are intended to be. JSON does not have a format definition that a 
validator can use to verify data, so unless it is generated correctly, runtime errors may result in 
the client program.  Reason to use JSON is for the efficiency in parsing as well as the natural 
integration into JavaScript.  (Counting characters of file size between XML and JSON will not 
reveal a big difference as the JSON always wraps all attributes and values in double quotes.) In 
JSON element names for entities existing in lists may be completely omitted as seen in Figure 20 
where the “track” and “log” element names are gone and the items just curled up in lists of their 
parent elements. 

 

                                                 
45 http://www.freeformatter.com/xml-to-json-converter.html 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?> 
<DiveLog loggingDeviceId="ASDC001" formatVersion="0.1"> 
  <tracks> 
    <track date="2009-06-15" diverId="did1" diverDeviceId="ASDC001"> 
      <location latitude="58.265" longitude="16.618" radius="200m" /> 
      <logs> 
        <LogPoint timestamp="2009-06-15 10:00:30Z" name="Log-0" 
          longitude="14.618177" latitude="58.268993" depth="0" 
          temperature="17C" air="66" />    
        <LogPoint timestamp="2009-06-15 10:00:40Z" name="Log-1" 
          longitude="14.611959" latitude="58.265059" depth="0" 
          temperature="2C" air="65" /> 
        <LogPoint timestamp="2009-06-15 10:00:50Z" name="Log-2" 
           longitude="14.61673" latitude="58.269452" depth="0" 
           temperature="3C" air="64" /> 
        <LogPoint timestamp ="2009-06-15 10:01:00Z" name="Log-3" 
           longitude="14.617848" latitude="58.269937" depth="3" 
           temperature ="17C" air="63" /> 
        <LogPoint timestamp ="2009-06-15 10:01:10Z" name="Log-4" 
          longitude="14.617848" latitude="58.270044" depth="2" 
          temperature="17C" air="62" /> 
      </logs> 
    </track> 
... 
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Figure 20.Dive Log Sample JSON 

 

A simulated track was first drawn using a mapping tool, (Garmin MapSource) to produce a GPX 
file. This file was cleaned to contain the coordinates only of the track. Excel was used to 
synthesize depth values using sinus curves and was also used for creating complete sample files 
with additional text fragments. Two demo files were created, one for simulating a diving location 
in Lake Vättern and one for a simulated location on the east coast of Sweden. 

Creating demo data 

To create data for the visualization a known diving site in Lake Vättern close to Hästholmen was 
chosen. A track was drawn using Garmin MapSource and an export was made in a GPX format. 
This was imported into excel and from extra columns for depths and timestamps were added. 
Two tracks were inserted into the demo data and XML was generated from the tables. Manual 
edits were used to get the first track as intended. The divelog file was transformed into JSON 
using a web service and then statically put on the test web site.  

A second diving location was selected on the east coast to see if depth data was available at 
the location. The site chosen is above the Skagul shipwreck46 close to Grässkärsgrund47.  

Implementing modules 

The functions for implementing the track visualization were grouped into the following 
implementation structure: 

                                                 
46 http://www.europeana.eu/portal/record/2020702/ED123AD02BD0A21CB4FBF8A6FC8C8800D282C01D.html 

[2014-02-13] 
47 WGS 84 decimal (lat, lon): 58.61422, 17.27803 

{ 
  "_loggingDeviceId":"ASDC001", 
  "_formatVersion":"0.2", 
  "tracks":[ 
    { 
      "_date":"2009-06-15", 
      "_diverId":"did1", 
      "_diverDeviceId":"ASDC001", 
      "location":{ 
        "_latitude":"58.26823333", 
        "_longitude":"14.61363333", 
        "_radius":"380m" 
      }, 
      "logs":[ 
        { 
          "_timestamp":"2009-06-15 10:00:30Z", 
          "_name":"Log-0", 
          "_longitude":"14.618177", 
          "_latitude":"58.268993", 
          "_depth":"0", 
          "_temperature":"17C", 
          "_air":"66" 

        }, 
... 
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Figure 21. Diving visualization prototype modules and service use. 

AQ3D module 

The main module setting up the presentation creates the WebGL renderer and the view of the 
world by inserting the virtual camera and introducing the surface, the surrounding environment, 
and the source of light. The tracks in the log are created and put into the scene. 

It also inserts the controls for steering the camera and supplies code for automated 
movement of the camera. Resizing logic is supplied for supporting window changes and 
reorientation. 

DiveLog module 

The DiveLog module retrieves the JSON file containing the diving log from the server. The dive 
log data is loaded and the presentation is updated with center point of the current track. The 
coast line and the depth data for the selected region are drawn into the world. As shown in 
Figure 22 the track is rendered as a tube following a spline that connects all the logged positions 
of the track. The code for generating the 3D spline is presented in Appendix D. 

 

Figure 22.Rendering of extruded spline in WebGL 
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GoogleDepths module 

To draw an ocean floor landscape, services for providing elevation data were considered and the 
Google Maps API for elevation was tried out. A set of lines were created over a map covering 
the selected geographic region, and the Google Elevation API was used for retrieving data. The 
points used to build the lines where received back with altered values and an elevation number. 
However it was found that the elevation data is static at the level of the surface of lakes and the 
oceans. No depth API was found and no depths were returned from the API at the areas 
investigated. The data was used to build a 3D hill landscape above the surface where the diving 
site actually was close to a shore line. A simple hill shading functionality was implemented in the 
shaders used in the displaying of the shape. As the surface level is not exactly matching the 
values returned from the elevation API a filter in the shader excludes points below the surface 
level set in the track data. 

 
 
 

   
 

Figure 23. Google Elevation API to elevation grid 

 

Figure 23 illustrates the process to create a set of triangles that makes up a WebGL mesh to form 
a 3D shaped landscape shown in Figure 13.  

 
1. First the bounding box is identified that includes all the points of the first track in the 

log. 

2. The box is extended a bit to make more space around the track. 

3. The box is divided into a set of lines. 

4. Each line is built up by evenly spaced points. 

5. The lines are sent to the Google elevation API. 

6. The returned data consists of lines where points now also includes an elevation. 

7. The lines are used to build an elevation grid. 

8. The elevation grid is handed over to three.js to create the WebGL mesh of triangles. 

It was noted that the positions of the points were adjusted in the returned data from the API and 
that the elevation API returns the level of the surface instead of the depth on the regions 
investigated. No attempt to split the grid close to the surface was done as it was found that the 
fragment shader performed this on its own. The surface in the landscape is artificially colored 
based on the height value alone. 
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ViewSpace module 

The ViewSpace module is used for conversion between UTM and Lat/Lon. It also calculates a 
bounding box around dive logs. Based on Lat/Lon it will also determine the correct UTM zone. 
The main calculations are handled by the third party module Proj4. The module holds the values 
of the currently displayed tracks and have settings for a vertical exaggeration factor set to 15. The 
exaggeration factor is used also for the elevated terrain rendering from the Google API. 

UserLog module 

A utility for echoing various status messages into a console element in the browser, the console 
included a scrollbar for accessing previous messages, seen here in Figure 24. 

  

 

Figure 24. Status message console. 

 
 

5.2 Rough system design  

When Aqwary initially asked for a thesis to be performed the problem was a bit more loosely 
defined and they wanted to find out how a visualization could contribute to increased fun-
factors. This meant that a survey of the psychological  factors in play had to be investigated and 
as early findings suggested the necessity of more functions that could be built into the 
visualization prototype, it was decided to only include a set of items likely to support the 
possibility of making a system that can support the aspects of being more fun and prolonging 
experience.  

5.2.1 Investigating sources 

Studying the sources summarized in Chapter 3.2 it was found that an experience of an event can 
remain for a longer time in memory by recalling the experience to the conscious mind. This can 
be done by looking at pictures, videos, reading notes and writing down the story about what 
happened. By working with the memorabilia gathered around the experience will plant the 
memories of the event more firmly into your long term memory. This effectively translates into 
prolonging the experience. 

For a system to provide increased levels enjoyment it will have to provide functions beyond 
just making its user stop by for consumption of “meaningless” entertainment. It has been found 
that a system must engage the user and make him active to experience his session to be more 
than just simply fun. To be active he needs to be able to be creative and to be able to learn. To 
find encouragement to keep being creative, the created work needs to be able to receive response 
from others.    

The theories found indicates that the following set of aspects would be useful to consider to 
build a system for prolonged experiences and higher level of enjoyment. The Table 14 leads to 
the assumption that once a person gets engaged to a level that makes him absorbed in his 
creating he will have possibly reached the level where he gets the satisfaction and pleasure 
indicated by the theory. 
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Number  Supposed aspect Motivation 

A1 Supporting recall of experiences through 
exploration. 

Recalling of experience leads to possibility 
to fill in gaps and to reinforce the memory 
as described in 4.2. 

A2 Supporting creation of narratives. By creating (A2) and enriching (A3) 
narratives the memory is further improved 
and this prolongs the experience. 

A3 Supporting enriching narratives. 

A4 Supporting sharing narratives. Sharing (A4) and interaction (A5) together 
with possibilities to relate (a6) to other 
users, and by getting rating and feedback 
(A7) and additional inspiration(A8) a user 
gets motivated to continue producing 
more and to get more engaged. 

A5 Supporting interaction around narratives. 

A6 Supporting relations between users. 

A7 Supporting rating and feedback. 

A8 Supporting inspiration. 

Table 14. Suggested aspects and their motivation 

 

5.2.2 Rough Scenario Based Design with Persona Stories 

A rough system design was outlined using a set of minimal personas and persona stories. The 
design identified an important artefact, the Narrative, that was somewhat elaborated.  

In providing the rough design different approaches to make the description. A set of basic 
scenarios were drafted based on imagined ways the system could be used, a set of features and 
functions and mechanisms were thought up. Learning about the minimalistic persona and the 
persona stories, the personas were created and the basic scenarios rewritten in the form of 
persona scenarios. 

 

Minimalistic Personas 

The set of minimalistic personas were derived completely virtual and is given here as an example 
of how they can be presented. In (Hudson 2013) the personas are to be described in a front and 
a back side of a paper to give more representativeness and liveliness to the characters. In this 
sample I have left out the back side and the information that goes there; the education,  
experience, products used, behaviors and recruitment questions.  The personas presented here 
are partly fictitious figures represented by Bo, Table 15, Gustav, Table 16, and Julien, Table 17. 
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Bo, 50, Swede48 

Backstory, interests, motivations 

Bo has a profession in IT and has big interest in 
technology and environment. He has a well-paid job 
and has no problem affording expensive toys. He 
dives on vacations with his family, 10-20 times a 
year. He thinks that diving could be done in a safer 
way and that diving should be made more fun for 
more people. 
 
Goals in using the solution 

To enjoy his diving experience for a longer time and 
to make more people aware of how fun diving is. 

Table 15. Minimalistic persona for Bo 

 

Gustav, 24, Swede49 

Backstory, interests, motivations 
 
Gustav graduated from Linköping University last 
year with a master’s degree in computer science. He 
has recently begun scuba diving and have completed 
basic trainings. He likes to dive on exotic places but 
cannot afford going diving very often. 
 
Goals in using the solution 
Gustav wants to know where the best diving sites 
are so he can make good plans for coming diving 
vacation. 

Table 16. Minimalistic persona for Gustav 

 

 
  

                                                 
48 Photo courtesy of Robert Axelsson. 
49 Photo by author from private collection. 
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Julien, 40, Belgian50 

Backstory, interests, motivations 
Julien is a member of the French Federation of 
Diving (FFSSEM) and member of PADI. He loves 
travelling and diving and he dived all over the 
world. He saw good practices at most dive centers 
but felt it could be done better by utilizing only the 
best practices and provide higher standards. Julien 
has opened up a diving center in Hurghada, with an 
Egyptian diver, Youssef. His dream is to succeed 
one day to create the perfect dive center. 
 
Goals in using the solution 
. 
Julien wants to make sure that divers can find his 
diving site and that it ranks high among the 
competition in the area. 

Table 17. Minimalistic persona for Julien 

Persona stories 

The rough design is described in general scenarios according to the free form of SBD in Table 
18. 

 

Scenario  Description 

S1 Bo and Gustav arrives on a diving site in Egypt. They enroll on a weeklong training 
and are equipped with all gear they will need during the week. One of the new items 
the borrow is the new Aqwary Smart Console. Julien, the diving instructor tells them 
that the device can record where they are diving and that it communicates with other 
devices to keep track of safe distances while diving. Yousef has prepared the devices 
so they are ready for use during the week 

S2 After the dives are completed Julien gathers the devices and uploads the tracks from 
the devices to the system over internet. He connects the diving logs to profile 
associated the actual divers so that they can study the diving logs on their own. 

S3 Bo logs on to the system, locates his latest logs and looks at the data. As todays dive 
was a remarkable one Bo decides to create a story around it to tell others about how 
nice it was, what species he saw and how nice the wreck was. He plays around a bit 
with the visualization of the track until he finds a nice view and makes a snapshot. He 
also uploads some photos and a GoPro video and makes a narrative that links the 
snapshot, and images and piece of the video. He posts it to his diving group and sends 
a message to Gustav and asks for comments.   

S4 Gustav logs on to the system and finds a message from Bo. He views the narrative 
linked from the message and provides a feedback to Bo. He uploads a picture of Bo 
from to days dive and sends it to Bo so he can incorporate it in his narrative. 

S5 Bo is back at home and wants to brighten up his dull afternoon by refreshing his 

                                                 
50 Photo by author from private collection 
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memory of the diving experience he had last summer. He goes through his list of 
narratives and finds a quick summary narrative over the entire week. He opens it and 
remembers that the fourth dive was spectacular and follows a link to a detailed 
narrative around that. He takes a VR tour floating along the track and is pleased to see 
that the VR has been improved with a better looking environment, that includes 
accurate bathymetric depth data and seabed simulation. Bo remembers a couple of 
more details that he adds to the narrative. In response to feedback to the narrative he 
also takes time to correct a few issues. After this he checks the rating of the narrative 
and is pleased to find that the corrections and the feedback and other ratings have 
given his narrative a high score. 

S6 Gustav is planning his next diving vacation. He navigates to the Aqwary diving web 
and locates the experience section. As he knows the trip will be in March he also 
knows he will not be diving in the cold waters of Sweden, so he goes into the globe 
explorer and zooms in on the west indies. Some diving centers points are shown but 
Gustav choses a filter to show only the sites having the highest scores. He zooms in to 
Tobago to find the points for the highest rated narratives. Selecting them in turn he 
determines that it would really be nice to dive around the Bon Accord Lagoon. The 
zoomed in view also reveals the location of the closest diving centers and he sees that 
the Fish Tobago Guesthouse seems to suit his needs. He goes ahead with the links 
provided and makes a reservation. He finishes off by posting a note on his blog and 
into the groups frequented by his friends telling when he is going and where he is 
staying.  

 

Table 18. Rough design scenarios 

 
The system is seen to consider a set of artefacts such as narratives, media, track logs, user 
information, device information, planning information etc. These will all need to be clarified but 
I choose to describe only briefly the narrative and its motivation here. 

Narratives 

A narrative can be seen as a the story you create to share an experience of a diving session. It 
may be a text with embedded references to diving logs, views of the track visualization, pictures, 
videos, etc. Narratives can be shared, commented, rated, edited etc. The narratives are motivated 
by the theory that let us understand that the act of working with memory and building a 
summary, a story, i.e. a narrative is the natural way to make the memory stick better and you may 
be able to recall even more details. Sharing and rating is motivated by the theory that says you 
will get more engaged if you receive response on your work.  
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  Chapter 6
 
DISCUSSION  

The purpose of this chapter is to discuss the results and comparing them to the expectations. The sources and the 
methods used are also discussed. 

6.1 Result 

This section discusses the results of the investigations and establishes their ability to provide an 
answer to the problem formulation of the thesis in 1.3. 

6.1.1 Technical feasibility study 

The discussion in this section follows the order presented in Chapter 5 Result, in section 5.1, 
Technical feasibility. 

6.1.1.1 Diving track visualization prototype 

The presentation shows a track that has been rendered in different viewing angles in a virtual 3D 
world in a browser on a desktop environment, Figure 8, Figure 9, Figure 10, Figure 11, and 
Figure 12. There is a menu with abilities to alter the environment and select different tracks and 
showing different modes of rendering as shown in Figure 13. The interaction is as basic as it gets 
and no effort has been put into analysis of actual users. The coloring of the different tracks is 
also not designed in particular, as the intent of the visualization for the customer was to use it for 
demonstrating the capabilities of presentation of the track. The surface is roughly transparent 
and blue and could be replaced by nicer water simulations also running in WebGL as has been 
presented in WebGL demos. The main aspect missing from the visualization is real environment 
data for the seafloor rendered realistically. Though as shown in Figure 13, it is feasible to render 
3D terrain if there are data available.  

6.1.1.2 Measuring feasibility 

The feasibility measurements summarized in 5.1.2, reveal that the browsers on desktop 
computers supports HTML5 with WebGL, as shown in Figure 2, Table 6 and Table 19. But on 
Windows 8, Internet Explorer 10 does not. Here it would have been more interesting to evaluate 
Windows 8.1 with Internet Explorer 11 but no such platform was available at the time. Internet 
Explorer cannot be installed on Windows 8.0 and the machine in use could not be upgraded51. 
Internet Explorer 11 was however tested on the Windows Laptop as version 11 can be installed 

                                                 
51 Upgrades not possible due to Windows update failing on hardware issues. 
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on Windows 7. On mobile platforms, the Android 4.1.2 browser supports it well and accelerated 
graphics achieves high frame rates. On iOS WebGL is not available to the browsers and even 
though alternative browsers exists on iOS like Chrome, they are still required to use the Apple 
web engine, a WebKit derivative which has the WebGL turned off. Experiments have shown 
that WebGL actually exists on iPhones but that it is only available to Apple specific function. 
(Benin, Leone et al. 2012). 

The measurements also shows that the platform requirements put by Aqwary in Table 1, are 
met at the general level but not completely at the detailed level. The same is found for Table 2, 
where   

The timing measurements were determined to be of low accuracy. These numbers could have 
been measured more strictly but considering the usefulness of totally accurate data it was decided 
not to try to improve it. The platforms are affected by a number of fast changing factors such as 
OS versions, and browser versions. The platforms used for measurement may also be 
superseded by new and faster machines and network capacity.  

The figures for the speed were used to see if there were any significant performance 
difference between the platforms, and this was found to be the case. The mobile performance 
was 2-4 times slower for the loading, and frame rates showed similar behavior. It was also noted 
that the performance varied a lot on the mobile platform and that in under good conditions the 
different browsers did perform well in animation and manual control. But even as the figures 
read for frame rates were high, it was not what was experienced.  

The technical feasibility on the smart phone suggests that the technology is still in an 
emerging phase and still not mature for heavy use. This may be the reason why the WebGL is 
not generally available on the iOS platform.  

The small screen size of the smart phones could also be a factor when determining the 
usefulness of a visualization, but this is not further investigated here. It would be interesting to 
do that in the future where the visualization could be tested with users in a more realistic 
context. 

6.1.1.3 Designing the prototype platform 

From the description of the development of the web technologies and the trends found in the 
adaption rate of the HTML5, Figure 2, as a standard for browsers across the field it is found to 
be very likely that all devices matching the proposed usage platforms eventually will provide the 
required set of hardware accelerated graphic to enable rich and smooth rendering of a 3D track.  

Selecting a platform and designing an architecture was partly based on earlier experiences and 
informal interview with a web development consultant. The concepts were further investigated 
and narrowed down for being part of a prototype development that is aimed to be a base for 
further implementation. 

Selection of base libraries for JavaScript comes with a lot of options; DoJo, Mootols, YUI, 
Prototype, modernizr all provide interesting functional libraries but JQuery and RequireJS were 
selected as these were used in most of the code samples studied. The HTML5 boilerplate was 
looked into for providing a common ground to use for the style sheets, but in the end only 
normalize.css was used. Modernizr was initially thought to be useful but as it is not possible to 
use for poly-filling WebGL it was considered not to provide any value as the visualization still 
would not work on earlier browser platforms not supporting HTML5 and WebGL. 

Ruby and Google GWT were looked into but as neither was in use at Aqwary they were 
discarded. Both those frameworks require compilation which can help quality as the system is 
always built before deployment. 

Using widely used supporting libraries like JQuery and Three.js the likelihood that errors in 
the frameworks are detected and corrected is a lot higher than if you your self are the only 
maintainer. Another advantage by using commodity packages is that the likelihood of finding a 
developer that knows how to use them is a lot higher than for the privately developed one. A 
third advantage is that there may already be add-on functions out there available for the next 
evolution of the product.  
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It is assumed that additional libraries are to be included when data are actually provided by 
the CMS used by Aqwary and libraries supporting the RESTful API would be candidates for 
this. 

When selecting Three.js as a library for WebGL operations it was considered against two 
options; using the WebGL interface directly from JavaScript without any library or to use 
another library; tdl.js. Tdl.js was discarded as it was noted to be significantly harder to use and 
that there were fewer sources using it. The same arguments were used to discard the 
development without any library. The disadvantage of not selecting these is lack of performance. 
Tdl.js was optimized for performance and has a smaller footprint. A custom visualization directly 
using WebGL could have been even faster and smaller in footprint, but as a base for further 
development and maintainability the were not seen as adequate for this product.  

During the feasibility measurements it was found that navigation was not fully operable on 
some browsers on the Android smart phone. After searching the reasons for this it was found  
that some events did not propagate properly. Upgrading the orbit control module and the 
three.js module to the most recent version solved the issue. The consequences for this was that 
one method in the three.js API had been obsoleted and had to be worked around, and that the 
size of the newer library was about 8kB bigger.  

6.1.1.4 Designing the prototype visualization 

Designing a visualization is faced with a lot of possibilities and opportunities, and likewise with 
limitations. In this design focus was made on keeping the number of displayed elements to a 
minimum and to provide a navigation model without need of explanation. When integrating the 
visualization prototype into a system with real world users these designs will likely have to 
coexist with other functions and have the interaction further designed.  

Giving the design a set of presentation modes, as shown in Table 11, and defining the data 
structures Table 12, and a list of navigation modes, Table 13, ensures that aspects of the data 
requirements, Table 2, are covered.  

Visualizing tracks in a 3D environment could be done using Google Earth, but in a browser 
this would require the Google Earth plugin. This API is not available for use in mobile 
platforms; officially it is only supported only on Windows and Mac OS X52. A complete 
alternative solution could be to use Google Earth as the platform instead and provide the tracks 
using a Google Earth plugin (essentially a web service producing KML data). This could be 
argued not to be enough when considering the sought aspects of prolonged experience and 
increased level of enjoyment as suggested by the rough system design in 6.1.2. 

To aim the design to produce a mixed virtual reality where the scene is made to feel as real as 
possible is motivated by the factors of better recall and thus making it easier to “re-live” the 
diving session. 

When making the design for the VR environment and the water surface we deliberately 
ignored the fact that the surface level fluctuates over time due to tidal variations.  The design of 
the data was however modified to incorporate a figure of the height of the surface relative to the 
sea level at the time of creation. 

To create a VR environment to look right, several aspects of realism are needed. Most 
notably the terrain of the seabed has to reflect how the actual reality. To do this real world data is 
needed and the design assumed that it would be possible to get hold of depth data to do a 
realistic rendering of the seabed. As it was found during implementation that this would not be 
the case an alternative design had to be used, and the old trick of using cube mappings was used. 
Using cube maps is simple and fast, six images are loaded and WebGL handles the environment. 
(Greene 1986) lists among the positive aspects that objects can be used to reflect also the 
surrounding world and that it is possible to add cloud simulations etc. But overall this technique 

                                                 
52 https://developers.google.com/earth/documentation/ [2014-03-14] 
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is not providing the realism as intended. It is only proportionally and perspective correct if 
viewed from the exact center and in the current design it is viewed from a camera offset looking 
at the center and viewing the cube through the center point from a distance. As the virtual 
camera is allowed to move and zoom out the presentation may become absurd, shown in Figure 
10.  Another aspect that is hard to get right when using cube maps is the sense of scale. Different 
cube maps appear to be at different distances and the track may be seen in a different scale. 

Presenting the sea floor presents several challenges; and the first that needs to be explored is 
the availability of data. The topographical aspects of the globe are gathered in databases and 
distributed using DEM files Data for land is covered in high detail and assembled using scouted 
measurements over long time, and verified using satellites in high resolution. The situation is 
quite different when it comes to oceanographic data. The oceanographic data cannot be sampled 
from space using satellites simply because wavelengths penetrating the waters cannot be sent and 
received back to satellites. It means that the resolution that has been acquired over the oceans is 
provided in 1km grids. In shallow waters and some regions special high resolution methods have 
been used to get down to resolutions on a 10m grid, but this is local and not generally available. 
DEM files covering the landmass explicitly exclude all water and sets altitude values to -9999 to 
signal “no data”. Lakes are generally not identified and given similar values as surrounding 
landscape. 

Sandwell and Gille (June 2002) states that  
 

“Current maps of the seafloor based on shipboard soundings suffer from three 
problems: irregular data distribution, poor quality of unique soundings in 
remote areas, and archaic methods of map production.”  

and they conclude that it would take 125 – 200 ship-years of surveying to map the oceans at 
100m resolution and that that would cost billions of US$ and  

 
“… mapping the shallow seas would take much more time and funding [M. 
Carron, U.S. Naval Oceanographic Office, pers.  commun. 2001]”. 
 

Looking at the consequences for the future I see a couple of solutions to the lack of data for 
terrain rendering. Either go find a commercially available service; allow people to develop their 
own terrain data, or build a service that develops data or cube maps on demand. 

To add further realism there are also possibilities to animate and to create wave simulations 
using shader programs in WebGL/OpenGL as shown by Jonas Wagner at 29a.ch53 or by David 
Li54. This can be a nice extension to future improvements but must carefully be controlled not to 
cause too much performance penalty in rendering speed. 

6.1.1.5 Implementing the prototype visualization 

The state of the Aqwary device during the writing of the thesis imposed that there were no real 
positional data available. It was concluded that the only viable option was to synthesize all data 
needed for the visualization.   

Defining an architecture for the Aqwary Demonstrator 

Considering the content to be delivered from a social platform like Drupal all the styles and 
scripts may actually be delivered from database using restful API’s or other functionality specific 
to that platform. These integration aspects have been deliberately left out for limiting the scope 
of this thesis. Building add-on functionality to social platforms is common but differs in details 

                                                 
53 http://29a.ch/sandbox/2012/terrain/ [2014-03-14] 
54 http://david.li/waves [2014-03-14] 
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in the linking and structure and access parameters to data. However the functionality running 
inside the web browser is independent of that with the expected impact only on how to address 
the data on the server. 

The encapsulation method to use an anonymous functional expression is used to ensure that 
evaluation is completed with no unintentional identities cluttering the global name space. The 
solution does not really call for inheritance and full object orientation in all classes so the use of 
the prototype property has not been seen as needed. 

JavaScript and the Ecma script standard still has no support for separation of code into 
modules and in HTML there is no automatic mechanism for dynamic loading of dependency 
chained JavaScript files. As code running for a page within a browser is allowed to manipulate 
the contents of the loaded HTML it also allows additional script loading tags to be inserted. This 
technique is possible to develop manually but the choice was to use the RequireJS to support the 
loading of modules as needed.  

Development of code into separate modules makes code easier to maintain and using AMD’s 
the values of the objects are nicely separated from each other. As RequireJS is able to 
dynamically load modules in sequence of need, it will cost in amount of connections and speed 
of loading pages. Benefit during development is that modules will be read directly from the 
browser cache unless altered at the server. To really benefit from this the server will have to be 
configured to detect when scripts actually change. In a project with a limited amount of modules 
where server and client is on the same machine the reality of transfer speeds is not detectable. 
Experience shows that this will be notable once deployed for live use. To leverage this RequireJS 
allows for assembling and minifying of all the dependent modules into a single compact 
JavaScript for inclusion when taken into operational use.  

Designing a data structure 

The data were designed to load all associated data at once. It is a general advice to minimize the 
amount of server roundtrips to minimize communication overhead. This can be objected if the 
loading then requires too long time to produce a visualization where not all data is needed at 
once. As the diving device may be used to log positions not only of the diving device itself but 
for storing positions also for the devices it detects, a log session then may contain tracks from 
multiple divers. If not all divers are to be presented at the same time in a visualization it will be 
better for the server to filter additional tracks and to provide them on demand. The current 
solution supports several tracks recorded at the same time. 

Creating demo data 

Data was created based on assumed data structures as real logs from diving including positional 
data was not available. The realism of the tracks can be disputed as they were drawn without 
knowing how far a diver may dive in one session. Having some sense of how deep a dive 
normally gets (10-20m) it was found that when visualized there seemed to be no actual difference 
in depth. This may indicate that the tracks were drawn to long but it could also be implied that 
sense of depth would have to be exaggerated in order to make the 3D aspect visible. See Figure 
22 how the track appears with the exaggeration. 

The assumption that the data is using the units selected here will either serve as a 
specification for Aqwary when they design the data in the Aqwary Smart Console, or the 
visualization will have to be modified to fit the data they produce. Having seen GPS’s large set of 
supported units this area is likely to need more thorough investigations.  

The second attempt on designing data was made using the track editing tools in Google 
Earth. This produced KML files that had to be turned into the Aqwary format. A simple tool 
JavaScript tool was used for converting the data into XML, which is quite straight forward as 
KML is also XML.  

The translation into JSON used different web based tools to convert the XML. It was found 
that these services where sensitive to several factors. If data was not having multiple items on 
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places where there could be more than one item, the generators would produce faulty JSON. 
Some services created quoted names for attributes prefixing them in ways that made them hard 
to use once imported into the JavaScript environment. These issues however are not likely to be 
of interest in the future as the JSON data is to be generated by Aqwary servers where these 
factors can be controlled easily. 

Looking at the data file sizes it was seen that the size of the files in JSON was higher than the 
size of the corresponding XML file, as seen in Table 21. This was a bit surprising, and the files 
size ratio to the amount of points in the file (Table 22) suggests that the format is not optimal. 
As loading of data for the longest track takes very long time it could be suggested that the 
loading time is proportional to the size of the file and that parsing of the file is likewise, creating 
a doubling or maybe an squared overhead due to inefficiency in the format.  

The format of the JSON log file is today record based and the labels are repeated in each 
record, as seen in Appendix C. The labels for a log point sums up to 70 characters If the records 
were to be stored as a set of lists separating the data by type, there would be a saving in the order 
of N-1 times 70. For the long track file that would save in the order of 1826 times 70, or 125kB 
or 41%.  

Yet another possibility to decrease the file size exist for the amount of figures used in 
representing the float numbers for the coordinates. The equator radius of the Earth is close to 
6378km and that gives a maximum circumference of 40075km. Translating this to distance per 
degree of the angle gives 1 degree equal to 111km and a thousand of a degree to be 111m, thus a 
millionth of a degree (10-6) translates to 0.11m. I conclude that having more than 6 decimals is 
way not likely to be at the accuracy of the measuring device or imposing any significant accuracy 
in presentation. In the files generated for the demo the full precision of the numbers are used in 
the output and this yields 14 decimals for any real value. Skipping the unnecessary decimals 
would save another 43kB for the long file, or another 14%.  

Further savings in size could be done on the time stamps. If they were to be stored as 
seconds passed since the dive started instead of complete basic ISO 8601 format occupying 20 
characters per sample. The duration of a maximum length diving session of an hour would need 
maximum representation of four characters to denote seconds from 0 to 3600, thus creating a 
saving of another 9%. 

In summary, the visualization prototype is a proof of concept, but there are plenty of room 
for improvement and by just looking at the data for the files it can be estimated to save up to 
64% or close to two thirds in file size without too much trouble. 

Implementing modules 

In JavaScript it is easy to create closures using the IIFE technique. When the modules were 
implemented the structure was set to embrace the entire code of a module within an IIFE 
effectively avoiding any pollution of the global and shared namespace. Inside these IIFE normal 
AMD module definitions were implemented and after some reorganization of the code inside 
the modules, all that was left direct in the IIFE was the call to the require.js method to define the 
AMD module. As many of the modules had some parameters that could need to be tuned these 
were put into a config structure outside the AMD module but inside the IIFE closure. The 
JavaScript language ensures that a function can reference any objects available in the scope where 
the function was declared means that the config structure will be accessible once the module is 
invoked. This showed to provide a nice encapsulation. 

There were a few drawbacks encountered with this method. Code completion support inside 
the IDE failed to identify the methods declared in the AMD body and this was a bit annoying. 
Keeping a config structure inside a closure meant that it could be seen as a class variable. Not 
having made very much use of creating object instances of the AMD modules there were no 
detected implications of such a schema. But the real disadvantage of this is that configuration 
was kept inside the code files. A further development could easily define an AMD module to 
contain all configurations for all modules and to be responsible for loading the data from some 
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other place, for instance a configuration file provided by a server customized or personalized for 
the current user. 

During the development no automated build mechanism was used, and thus no regular 
testing performed. The code was however checked with JSHint to verify syntactic correctness. 

Reusing the prototype in a future project will benefit from analyzing the module map and to 
divide functionality further into other classification. This reengineering was seen as overkill for 
the scope of this thesis and is left for the future. The implication of the current structure for  
future reengineering efforts would include moving functions, variables and crating additional 
modules. This should be quite easily done as the AMD concept is in use. 

In the future other services that are sure to return depth data will be needed, getting elevation 
data above the surface is not enough for creating the illusion of virtual reality in water. 
Consequences here would be either to implement functions that could use ready built models of 
underwater environment in some form of DTM, for instance using Collada models known to be 
supported by three.js or directly using DEM data to construct the meshes. To render the surface 
better than by just coloring by height, better textures and algorithms would have to be used. 
Such have been demonstrated to exist.  

6.1.2 Rough system design 

Outlining a system that can support the two goals of the prolonging of the experience and 
increasing the enjoyment required additional knowledge and a method for describing the 
findings. The findings suggested that there exists a set of psychological mechanisms that can be 
used to achieve the goal. These were interpreted into a set of aspects that could be motivated by 
the theoretical findings. The set of aspects were in turn interpreted as a set of basic requirements 
for a system.  

A scenario based design approach was chosen as it can be seen to provide a good base for 
discussions with all stakeholders in the process of designing and developing a system. The 
addition of a set of personas made it a lot easier to create the scenarios as it helped keeping the 
plot related to concrete user situation, i.e. within the use case. 

The development of the rough design deviated from method suggested by Hudson, as the 
personas were developed by me in an artificial manner and have only been described using the 
persona proper, not including the practical information. This was not found to be a problem for 
doing the rough design, but it can be suggested to be done if this design is picked up for further 
implementation. 

The design can be seen as containing a set of functions already available in social platforms. 
The mechanisms for feedback, publication, and rating. To implement a system according to the 
rough design existing platforms can be investigated and adjusted. Whether to build it to a new 
site or to exist inside an already existing one, like Facebook, further investigations will need to 
find out if it is good to be able to mix the diving experiences with other experiences or if it 
would serve the diving community better if the diving related things are kept separate. It has 
been found that rating and feedback is given more value if coming from trusted authorities and 
this could be an item to discuss.   

6.2 Method 

This section discuss the methods in use, their validity in the current context, and whether they 
could be recommended for further use in similar situations. 
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6.2.1 Technical feasibility  

The technical feasibility used an agile approach to gather requirements and requested features 
from the customer, in this case the company Aqwary, represented by the founder himself. The 
master thesis work was performed one person. The agile methods described in literature assume 
teams for doing product development where features are the actual delivery. The master thesis 
work included more tasks of investigative nature and being done by a one man team, the fit to a 
direct method was not complete. Agile practices like direct communication with the customer 
and development feature by feature with demos worked good as the main work was performed 
at the customer site. Iterations were not set at regular interval and planning for what to include 
into the next iteration not done in strict sense.  

Following a method for a small project like this may have contributed to delivery of the scope 
on a shorter time frame, but this is not guaranteed as the amount of information needed to be 
collected was not known before and that there were parallel assignments going on during the fall. 

The notion of a technical feasibility study is not very specifically described in the literature or 
in the articles. Most often it is mentioned as being part of a feasibility study where a complete 
business venture is evaluated for its financial aspects.  In this thesis the method of the technical 
feasibility is set to include a process of development of a prototype and a set of measurements to 
perform. Together with an acceptance criteria this has been shown to work for this study.  

6.2.2 Rough system design 

Scenario-Based Design is still a valid method as indicated by the fact that it is still in the 
reference books on the HCI practices (Sears, Jacko 2012). (Liu, Zhang et al. 2012) shows its 
merits and possibilities for adaption into the field of engineering. Hudson may not be very old in 
the field but he has made 36 publications and been cited 28 times since 2000 according to 
ACM55. 

(Rosson, Carroll 2002) promotes the idea that scenario based design can be used at all levels 
of the design and here it is considered well suited for a rough system design. The addition of 
personas made it easier to construct and understand the scenarios. 

6.2.3 Sources 

Considering the time available and the width of the various concepts considered in this thesis, it 
cannot be guaranteed that most recent findings in each domain have been covered. 

Usage of statistics found on the internet may present recent trends but the validity may be 
disputed since the accuracy, scope, and possible bias cannot be determined. Comparing different 
analytical sites may reveal contradictory information in details. Due to this, the importance of 
statistics is seen only to contribute in general trends and to provide likely development for the 
future without numerically calculating likelihoods and confidence intervals. 

The theory section regarding Fun heavily relies on the book (Blythe, Overbeeke et al. 2004) 
and the articles inside it and it is found to include articles of renown authorities in the HCI area, 
such as Mark A. Blythe56, according to ACM has published 64 times and been cited 523 times. 
Kees Overbeeke57, 40 and 298,  Andrew F Monk58, 79 and 531, Peter C Wright59, 109 and 991. 

                                                 
55 http://bit.ly/1gpyd0u [2014-03-15] 
56 http://bit.ly/1fIXqHS [2014-03-14] 
57 http://bit.ly/1lEAAl2 [2014-03-14] 
58 http://bit.ly/1o6BmZI [2014-03-14] 
59 http://bit.ly/1lEAx8X [2014-03-14] 
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The book has 83 citations according to ACM60 and have been quoted 377 times according to 
Google Scholar. Johm M. Carroll has 259 publications and 2565 citations according to ACM61. 

6.3 Work in wider context 

This thesis has looked into how a visualization of tracks saved during leisure and hobby 
activities. Diving as a hobby takes a natural interest in exploring sub surface environment and is 
by policies imposed by diving certification institutes imposed to “preserve and protect the 
aquatic environment”62 or by the 10 Golden Rules of CMAS  “Dive like your shadow! Don’t 
leave any trace. Be a sensible part of underwater world, not an alien!”63. 

Increasing the interest and enjoyment of diving and prolonging the experience of diving may 
attract more people to start diving. Benefits may include more skilled people being able to 
participate in sub surface missions such as rescue operations. It may also lead to increased 
interest and awareness of ocean climate and the fragility of aquatic environment.  
The gathering of sea floor data is performed by institutes involved in conservationist 
perspectives. In US64, UK65 and France the entire shore line is being investigated to map habitats 
to ensure wild life preservation. EU adopted the Marine Strategy Framework Directive (MSFD) 
in 2007 that “…aims to provide environmentally healthy marine waters by 2020” (D.M.A., E. 
2013). This directive enforces the EMODNet Hydrography - Seabed Mapping projects that is 
assigned to gather and unify all European bathymetric data.   

Investigations are also covering aspects of ocean floor material composition, plants, sediment 
layers, erosion in underwater “rivers”, tectonic plate movement, ocean temperature, pollution 
and the results are used for weather forecasting, prediction of earth quakes, tsunamis and climate 
change. The eco system in the oceans are not yet fully understood, and mapping of the earth 
below the water surfaces is still having a long way to go. Adding more interest into the area may 
increase the speed of mapping and understanding of the ecosystems of the oceans and the earth 
in general. 

6.4 Lessons learned 

Locking at the results we have found that the technologies for making advanced and powerful 
visualizations can be accomplished on platforms ranging from desktop computers, laptops and 
mobile devices such as pads and smartphones.  The results also indicate that 100% coverage has 
not yet been established but that the trend of the adoption of the technologies is on steady 
increase and that the future for performing these functions looks very good. 

The well-established set of web technologies in general use today also shows that accessing 
data from any kind of server is possible using the selected set of libraries for implementation of 
the prototype demonstrator. 

Provided that the Aqwary SC device is successful in providing logs according to the data 
model used by the prototype is has been shown that they can visualized using interactive 3D 
technologies. 

The realistic rendering of the environment is today not easily accomplished. The lack of 
general availability of seafloor depth and texture data makes it hard to create a realistic model of 
the terrain. Diving tracks are assumed to be limited in both time and extent and the amount of 

                                                 
60 http://bit.ly/OrSgF8 [2014-03-14] 
61 http://bit.ly/1eEHQZv [2014-03-14] 
62 http://www.padi.com/scuba/about-padi/default.aspx [2014-03-03] 
63 http://www.cmas.org/document?sessionId=&fileId=559&language=1 [2014-03-03]. 
64 http://walrus.wr.usgs.gov/mapping/csmp/ [2014-03-03] 
65 http://noc.ac.uk/science-technology/research-groups/mg/seafloor-habitat-mapping [2014-03-03] 
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data needed for presentation is not considered being a problem for fitting into the browsers. The 
area covered by a track is not expected to cover areas large enough to impose size constraints on 
a terrain model with resolution up to 1m. 

After establishing the technical possibilities of the visualization discussion turned into the 
area of prolonging the experience and getting more joy out of the diving session.   

Diving as an activity creates excitements due to the way it physically impacts the user with 
impressions during the dive. The situation for a recreational diver is that he does it because he 
enjoys doing it and at the same time sees and learns. Diving in this sense then already is engaging 
and according to the discussion this is providing pleasure rather than only a short temporal 
experience of meaningless fun. To prolong this experience it is not just enough to locate and 
look at a single view of a dive. It is not even enough to be able to twist and turn and animate the 
track, no matter what the level of realism that is put into the visualization.  

Using the diving track visualization to get more joy and pleasure out of the diving session, the 
experience of working with the data needs to be engaging as well. To be engaging according to 
the theory, the user must be able to be creative, be able to learn, and be able to share.  

Social networking is seen as a base for enabling engagement by providing the standard tools 
for exploring to find data and to share data. Being creative on a social platform means that you 
can create something that other users of the platforms enjoys to consume. To enjoy the sharing 
aspect it also calls for reception of feedback. Rating systems contribute to encourage users to 
keep providing more and more content. Lessons learned from gaming industry suggests that 
users may find paths around functionality without the use of strict processes, and that awards 
can be a concept to make users stay hooked even longer. Badges are simple awards, but even 
richer awards can be imagined, for instance enabling additional tools that could make for even 
better possibilities of working with the platform.  
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  Chapter 7
 
CONCLUSION  

The purpose of this chapter is to summarize the discussions into some wisdom that can be used by readers of the 
report. It also provides pointers for further work that could be interesting to perform based on this thesis. 
 
The findings of this thesis suggest that diving tracks can be used in an application designed to 
prolong the enjoyment and the experiences of a diving session. It was found that a web platform, 
without any use of dedicated browser plugins, relying on already existing (or very soon to come) 
capabilities, can be used for building a powerful graphical user experience regardless of operating 
system, target environment being either desktop or mobile device. Seeing the trends of full 
support of HTML5 and WebGL across browsers and target environments it was considered that 
the future of advanced full functions application clients can be built directly for the browser. 
This will give the web browser platform its purpose of being the client operating system 
eliminating the need for developing native clients for any other operating system.  Currently the 
limiting aspects of the visualization lay more towards the lack of availability of data for accurately 
rendering of the seafloor terrain, than to the lack of support for the technology on available 
platforms. 

Through investigating concepts of experience and enjoyment a set of basic requirements were 
found to enable a system to support prolonged experience and higher levels of enjoyment. The 
requirements were turned into a rough design using a modified version of scenario based design 
with minimalistic personas. It is believed that a system built using these scenarios will provide the 
functions that enables a diver to narrate and work with his diving logs and by this  improving his 
memory and thus prolonging his experience. The aspects of social sharing, feedback, rating and 
communication suggests that the diver is encouraged to provide more and can feel more engaged 
in his contributions on narratives. Working with your own creations with encouragement can 
lead to absorption and eventually self-satisfaction and pleasure. Pleasure then is the higher level 
of enjoyment sought.  

7.1 Further work 

For the future there are several things that are possible to dive into. 

Improve realism in the visualization and then study effects it has on the experience.   

To increase the realism a better presentation of the seabed is suggested. How can that be 
achieved? Where can data be gathered? Is there a need for generating the terrain data on the fly 
or could subsurface terrains and “sea”-scape be built as models? Can additional artefact be put 
into the scene? Although the shape of the terrain is important for sense of realism in VR, what 
about the aspect of seabed texture? Realistic lighting? Wave simulations for the surface?  

Bringing more visual entities into to the scene, how is performance affected? How much 
more appreciation will this get from actual users?  
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Extend the rough system design 

The rough design can be improved in many ways, by setting up a project that includes different 
stakeholder types more effort could be done in nailing down the important aspects of the 
personas, adding and removing personas based on actual collaboration. The same goes for the 
scenarios; are there other interesting ways in which the system is to be used? What are the things 
that should be created, what is the narrative really, is it text, video, 3D models or what?   

Explore the business feasibility of a system based on the rough system design 

The rough system design was developed with two purposes in mind; diver joy and prolonging of 
experience. A feasibility study could provide an answer if there is a business value in the rough 
design and how a system based on this can contribute to profitability. Are there additional 
purposes that can built into a system that accounts for more profitability? Safety awareness or 
educational purposes?  
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Feasibility measurements 

A.1 Platform measurements 

 
Platform  Browser Measurement 

Name Version Name  Version Runs as 
expected? 

Rendering 
Speed 

Startup 
Time 

HTML5 
score 

WebGL 

Windows 
Desktop 

Windows 
8 

Internet Explorer 10 no n/a n/a 331 n/a 

Google Chrome 33 yes 132 <2s 503 0.999632 

Mozilla Firefox 27 Yes 126 2.5s 448 0.998741 

Opera 19 Yes 130 2.2s 492 0.998938 

Windows 
Laptop 

Windows 
7 

Internet Explorer 11 Yes 3 7s 365 0.793022 

Google Chrome 33 Yes 41 7s 505 0.999678 

Mozilla Firefox 27 Yes 23 7s 444 0.998369 

Opera 20 Yes 48 7s n/a n/a 

Android 
Smartphone 

Android 
4.1.2 

Google Chrome 33 Yes 52 15 488 n/a 

Mozilla Firefox 27 No 19 28 464 n/a 

Opera 19 No 2-118 16 481 n/a 

Android Browser 4.1.2.I1900 Yes 66 22 404 n/a 

MacBook Pro Mac OS 
X 10.9 

Google Chrome 33 Yes 38 5s 505 0.999586 

Mozilla Firefox 27 Yes 50 5s 448 0.998373 

Apple Safari 7 Yes 34 4s 417(397) 0.991339 

Opera 19 Yes 35 3s 494 0.998792 

iPad Mini  Google Chrome 33 No n/a n/a 412 n/a 

Mozilla Firefox n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 

Apple Safari 9.537.53 No n/a n/a 412 n/a 

Opera Mini 7.0.5 No n/a n/a 53 n/a 

iPhone 5  Google Chrome n/a No n/a n/a n/a n/a 

Mozilla Firefox n/a n/a  n/a n/a n/a n/a 

Apple Safari n/a No n/a n/a n/a n/a 

Opera n/a No n/a n/a n/a n/a 

Table 19. Platform measurements 
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A.2 Data and code size 

 

Library Version Original size 
(kB) 

Minified size 
(kB) 

three66 r66 820 409 

require67 2.1.8 81 15 

orbitcontrol68 Feb 06, 2014 18 7 

proj469 1.3.3 173 69 

stats70 r11 3.41 2.2 

jQuery71 v2.0.3 237 82 

Total (kB) 1332.41 584.2 

Table 20. Code sizes 

 

File Points JSON (kB) z JSON (kB) XML (kB) z XML (kB) 

Hästholmen 101+1
1 

34.2 16.8 16.8 15 

Skagul 378 74.3 67.6 n/a n/a 

Hästholmen long 1827 331 302 286 283 

Table 21. Data sizes 

File Ratio JSON z JSON XML z XML 

Hästholmen  313 154 154 137 

Skagul  201 183 n/a n/a 

Hästholmen long  186 169 160 159 

Table 22.  Byte per point ratio 

                                                 
66 http://threejs.org/  
67 http://requirejs.org/docs/release/2.1.8/minified/require.js  
68 https://github.com/mrdoob/three.js/blob/master/examples/js/controls/OrbitControls.js  
69 https://github.com/proj4js/  
70 https://github.com/mrdoob/stats.js/  
71 http://code.jquery.com/jquery/  
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Divelog schema  

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> 
<xs:schema attributeFormDefault="unqualified" elementFormDefault="qualified" 
xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"> 
  <xs:element name="DiveLog"> 
    <xs:complexType> 
      <xs:sequence> 
        <xs:element name="tracks"> 
          <xs:complexType> 
            <xs:sequence> 
              <xs:element maxOccurs="unbounded" name="track"> 
                <xs:complexType> 
                  <xs:sequence> 
                    <xs:element name="location"> 
                      <xs:complexType> 
                        <xs:attribute name="latitude" type="xs:decimal" use="required" /> 
                        <xs:attribute name="longitude" type="xs:decimal" use="required" /> 
                        <xs:attribute name="radius" type="xs:string" use="required" /> 
                      </xs:complexType> 
                    </xs:element> 
                    <xs:element name="logs"> 
                      <xs:complexType> 
                        <xs:sequence> 
                          <xs:element maxOccurs="unbounded" name="LogPoint"> 
                            <xs:complexType> 
                              <xs:attribute name="timestamp" type="xs:string" use="required" /> 
                              <xs:attribute name="name" type="xs:string" use="required" /> 
                              <xs:attribute name="longitude" type="xs:decimal" use="required" /> 
                              <xs:attribute name="latitude" type="xs:decimal" use="required" /> 
                              <xs:attribute name="depth" type="xs:unsignedByte" use="required" /> 
                              <xs:attribute name="temperature" type="xs:string" use="required" /> 
                              <xs:attribute name="air" type="xs:unsignedByte" use="required" /> 
                            </xs:complexType> 
                          </xs:element> 
                        </xs:sequence> 
                      </xs:complexType> 
                    </xs:element> 
                  </xs:sequence> 
                  <xs:attribute name="date" type="xs:date" use="required" /> 
                  <xs:attribute name="diverId" type="xs:string" use="required" /> 
                  <xs:attribute name="diverDeviceId" type="xs:string" use="required" /> 
                </xs:complexType> 
              </xs:element> 
            </xs:sequence> 
          </xs:complexType> 
        </xs:element> 
      </xs:sequence> 
      <xs:attribute name="loggingDeviceId" type="xs:string" use="required" /> 
      <xs:attribute name="formatVersion" type="xs:decimal" use="required" /> 
    </xs:complexType> 
  </xs:element> 
</xs:schema>  
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DiveLog record in JSON 

An entry of a track point in a JSON log file.  
 

{ 
"_timestamp": "2009-06-15 10:00:30Z",  
"_name": "Log-158",  
"_longitude": "17.28463362631162",  
"_latitude": "58.6155365897188",  
"_depth": "12.019127707920287",  
"_temperature": "17C",   
"_air": "66"  
}, 
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Source Code create3Dline 

/** 
 * creates an extruded spline with one of six colors for a track this is 
 * where the points are iterated and for the first track the bounding 
 * box is determined. 
 */ 
 
this.create3Dline = function(trackno, track) { 
    var theColor = config.colors[trackno % 6]; 
    var material = new THREE.LineBasicMaterial({ 
        color : theColor 
    }); 
 
    var spline = new THREE.SplineCurve3(); 
 
    var logPoints = []; 
    var minlat = 180.0, maxlat = -180.0, minlon = 90.0, maxlon = -90.0; 
     
    // convert tracked log points into numbers and get the extremes 
    $.each(track.logs, function(i, lp) { 
        var lat = parseFloat(lp._latitude),  
            lon = parseFloat(lp._longitude),  
            depth = parseFloat(lp._depth); 
        logPoints.push([ lat, lon, depth ]); 
        if (trackno === 0) {  
            // if the log contains multiple tracks,  
            // only count the extremes for the first one. 
            minlat = Math.min(minlat, lat); 
            maxlat = Math.max(maxlat, lat); 
            minlon = Math.min(minlon, lon); 
            maxlon = Math.max(maxlon, lon); 
        } 
    }); 
 
    if (trackno === 0) {  
       // only set the box for the first track,  
       // the others will possibly overflow. 
        ViewSpace.setBoundingBox(minlat, maxlat, minlon, maxlon); 
        var ebbxy = ViewSpace.getEnlargedBoundingBoxXY(); 
        setCurrentFrame(makeFrame(ebbxy)); 
        aq3d.adjustToBoundingBox(ebbxy); 
    } 
 
    // calculate the log points into UTM,  
    // then make them offsets from the center 
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    $.each(logPoints, function(i, lp) { 
        var lat = lp[0], lon = lp[1], depth = lp[2]; 
        var putm = ViewSpace.toUTM(lat, lon); 
        var putmRelC = ViewSpace.relativeToCenter(putm); 
        var northing = putmRelC[1], easting = putmRelC[0]; 
        userLog.logg("adding point LatLon(" + lat + "," + lon + ") NE(" +   
                     northing + "," + easting + ") " + depth); 
 
        spline.points.push(new THREE.Vector3(easting, northing, 
                           ViewSpace.scaleElevation(-(depth + radius))));  
                           // radius of the spline cross section 
    }); 
 
    var mesh = THREE.SceneUtils.createMultiMaterialObject(  
        new THREE.TubeGeometry(spline,  
            Math.max(config.track.segments, logPoints.length),  
            radius, radiusSegments, false, false),  
        [ new THREE.MeshLambertMaterial({ 
            color : theColor, 
            opacity : 0.9, 
            transparent : true 
          }),  
          new THREE.MeshBasicMaterial({ 
            color : theColor, 
            wireframe : false, 
            opacity : 0.3 
          })  
        ]); 
    scene.add(current3DLines[trackno] = mesh); 
}; 
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